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U.S. officials and analysts have identified increasing pressure on the existing U.S.-led international order, especially from Russian aggression in Ukraine. With the goal of informing possible U.S. policy options for revising or strengthening the current international order, this report examines Russian views of the international order. In short, Russian leaders and analysts see the current international order as dominated by the United States and as a threat to Russian interests and security. Although Russia has sought to undermine elements of the current international order that it sees as particularly threatening, there are several areas where U.S. and Russian interests overlap and cooperation is feasible.

This report describes Russian views of the current international order, drawing from analysis of Russian interests and Russian views of the history of the post–Cold War period. Russia’s underlying foreign policy interests have remained relatively consistent since the end of the Cold War. These interests include maintaining Russia’s territorial integrity, preserving the regime, exercising dominance within Russia’s “near abroad” (meaning Russia’s perceived sphere of influence, which Russian analysts characterize as the former Soviet Union minus the Baltic states), securing noninterference in domestic affairs as a fundamental principle of global governance, and pursuing political and economic cooperation as a partner equal to other great powers.

Russian leaders and analysts contend that Russia sought integration into Western institutions in the 1990s. However, Russia’s effort to more closely join the U.S.-led order was not successful, in these people’s
view, because the West would not recognize Russia’s interests. Russian officials and analysts began to perceive the U.S.-led order as increasingly threatening following Western military operations in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo, and Iraq and because of the perceived U.S. facilitation of “color revolutions.” Over time, Russia began to lose interest in integrating into Western institutions, sought to develop alternative and competing regional institutions, and started to actively oppose leading Western institutions, such as the European Union (EU) and North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO).

In this report, we outline two categories of Russian views of the current international order: its fundamental logic and its components. Russian leaders and mainstream analysts see the current order’s logic as U.S. domination and hegemony. They see expanding U.S. control achieved through regime change and disingenuous support for “liberal democracy.” From a Russian perspective, the United States no longer has the power to back up this unilateral approach, and thus the current international order is not sustainable.

At the same time, Russia sees the potential for cooperation and collaboration in some components of the order, but not others. In particular, Russia supports the United Nations system because it bolsters Russia’s position as a great power. Russia has also joined and actively participates in major international economic institutions, including the World Bank, the International Monetary Fund, and, more recently, the World Trade Organization. By contrast, where Russia sees elements of the U.S.-led order threatening its security or undermining its influence in its own neighborhood, it has pursued policies to undermine the current order. It has actively opposed the EU and NATO expanding into the former Soviet world and has increasingly sought to undermine these organizations. Russia supports alterna-

---

1 Since the end of the Cold War, a series of pro-democracy and pro-Western protests have led to changes in government in the post-Soviet space; these have been referred to as color revolutions because participants often used flowers or colors as symbols. While Western governments have a positive view of these events as the expression of free choice by the citizenry, Russian analysts and officials describe the color revolutions as Western-organized coups, designed to subvert the legitimate authorities.
tive multilateral political and security agreements within its region—such as the Collective Security Treaty Organization and the Eurasian Economic Union—in part to compete with the EU and NATO. Russia has also bolstered ties with China through support for institutions that are outside of the U.S.-led order, including the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank and a convention on information security. While arms control, in theory, has the potential to fit Russia’s desires for the international order, Russia appears unlikely to agree to new confidence-building measures or arms control based on its increasing perception of a threat from the West.

Although there are a wide range of views within Russia, there is a fair degree of consensus among the government, major think tanks, and the Russian military. Some members of the opposition hold alternative beliefs that are more pro-Western, but their influence appears to be minimal. Analysts who are more radical and nationalist advocate a more aggressive approach to extending Russian influence. However, although the government and leading analysts have adopted nationalist rhetoric at times, it does not appear that radical thinkers have a significant influence over Russian policy.

This description of Russian views highlights the underlying choices for U.S. policy. Russian views of order are in clear opposition to the U.S. support for sustaining U.S. leadership and expanding democracy and Western institutions. Still, there are clear areas where cooperation with Russia is possible and areas where there is potential conflict. The desired U.S. approach to Russia with respect to order critically depends on how one evaluates two factors: (1) the importance of enabling former Soviet republics to freely join Western institutions and (2) whether Russia will limit its aggression in Europe if its interests are recognized. If one does not believe that Western institutions should necessarily be open to former Soviet countries, nor that Russia would undertake aggression if the West ceased to be active in the former Soviet countries, it would make sense to adapt the U.S. approach to order to recognize Russia’s sphere of influence. However, if one believes that the former Soviet countries should be free to join Western institutions and that Russia has the potential to expand its influence and
undertake aggression, it would make sense to “double down” the existing approach to order while bolstering U.S. support for its partners. Within the constraints of U.S. and European politics, probably neither a pure strategy of limiting enlargement or one of doubling down is feasible. U.S. policy toward the European political and security order will likely involve some elements of both.
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## Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABM</td>
<td>anti-ballistic missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRICS</td>
<td>Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Conventional Forces in Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSCE</td>
<td>Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIS</td>
<td>Commonwealth of Independent States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSTO</td>
<td>Collective Security Treaty Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-7</td>
<td>Group of Seven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G-8</td>
<td>Group of Eight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMF</td>
<td>International Monetary Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INF</td>
<td>Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISIS</td>
<td>Islamic State of Iraq and Syria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATO</td>
<td>North Atlantic Treaty Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSCE</td>
<td>Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>START</td>
<td>Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
UN  United Nations
USSR  Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
WTO  World Trade Organization
Russian views about the current international order are of growing concern to the United States and its Western allies. In his speech at the Valdai International Discussion Club’s annual meeting in 2014,¹ Russian President Vladimir Putin argued that the Western system of order threatened Russian interests, and he urged the development of a new world order that is more friendly to Russian interests.² A recent Russian documentary titled “World Order” reiterated these concerns and hinted that Russia and the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) were headed toward conflict because of incompatible views of the international order.³ U.S. policymakers—including Ashton Carter, former Secretary of Defense under the Barack Obama administration—have argued that Russia offers a significant challenge to the international

¹ The Valdai International Discussion Club, established in 2004, is an organization that brings together Russian and international scholars and experts to discuss economic and political issues affecting Russian domestic and foreign affairs.

² Putin explained, “Instead of establishing a new balance of power, essential for maintaining order and stability, they took steps that threw the system into sharp and deep imbalance. The Cold War ended, but it did not end with the signing of a peace treaty with clear and transparent agreements on respecting existing rules or creating new rules and standards. This created the impression that the so-called ‘victors’ in the Cold War had decided to pressure events and reshape the world to suit their own needs and interests” (Vladimir Putin, “Meeting of the Valdai International Discussion Club,” Sochi, Russia: Valdai International Discussion Club, October 24, 2014b).

order through its annexation of Crimea and support for separatism in eastern Ukraine.⁴

This report examines Russian views of the current regional and international order and seeks to explain the origins of these views. By *international order*, we mean “the body of rules, norms, and institutions that govern relations among the key players in the international environment.”⁵ We analyze two kinds of views of the international order: (1) the order’s fundamental logic, meaning how rules, institutions, and norms influence state behavior; and (2) the order’s components, such as regional institutions; arms control agreements; international economic institutions; and norms of sovereignty, democracy, and human rights.⁶ We find that Russia sees the overall logic of the current U.S.-led order as the embodiment of U.S. hegemony—and thus as threatening to Russia’s interests and security. Nevertheless, Russian and U.S. interests align on some components of the order but diverge on others. Russia opposes the European Union (EU), NATO, and other institutions that it sees as threatening its security and influence within its “near abroad” (meaning Russia’s perceived sphere of influence, which Russian analysts characterize as the former Soviet Union minus the Baltic states). At the same time, Russia participates and supports other elements of the order, such as the United Nations (UN) and arms control agreements.

To explain Russia’s approach to order, we analyze the underlying interests guiding Russian foreign policy and examine Russian views of

---


⁶ Mazarr et al., 2016, p. 7. A complete list of suborders includes the United Nations system; regional military alliances; regional political and economic organizations; international economic institutions; bilateral and multilateral arms control treaties; multilateral agreements to manage the global commons; norms of sovereignty, democracy, and human rights; and associated institutions.
its recent history. Drawing from existing work, we highlight the following five core interests that guide Russian foreign policy:

1. defense of the country and the regime
2. influence in the near abroad
3. a vision of Russia as a great power
4. noninterference in domestic affairs
5. political and economic cooperation as a partner equal to other great powers.

Russia’s approach to order is also informed by its perceptions of the early post–Cold War period. Russian leaders contend that they attempted to pursue integration with the West following the Cold War and that this effort failed because the West would not recognize Russia’s interests. This failure also leads current Russian leaders and analysts to question the wisdom of further close integration with the Western order.

Our goal in this report is not to explore Russian views of international order or international relations in the abstract. Rather, we are interested in Russian views of the current U.S.-led order because these views offer the most-direct implications for U.S. policy toward Russia. To this end, we focus primarily on official Russian government perspectives and mainstream foreign policy discourse, as these opinions likely will determine Russian foreign policy in the near future. We rely on English and Russian primary sources, including op-eds and leaders’ speeches, memoirs, and other writings. We also use a range of secondary sources on Russian views, including think tank reports and academic work. Finally, we have conducted not-for-attribution discussions with a range of U.S. and Russian analysts and U.S. officials about Russian views.7 We recognize that there is diversity of views within Russia, and after laying out the views of Russian leaders since the end of the Cold War, we highlight major alternative views within Russia.

---

7 Of approximately 15 major interlocutors in our discussions, three were Russian analysts or former officials. Our discussions occurred between February and October 2016 and were undertaken in a variety of formats.
We also draw from other analysis on how Russia’s activities relate to the international order, recognizing that these works tend to analyze Russia’s activities based on differing views of order rather than by scrutinizing Russia’s views of order. In considering statements and analysis from Russian authors, especially from current political figures, we recognize that statements may be intended to achieve a particular political purpose or may not necessarily reflect those individuals’ beliefs. Where we make claims that statements reflect beliefs or explain behavior, we attempt to identify a pattern of behavior that aligns with the observed statements. Further, where we state Russian views, we do not intend to offer either an endorsement or necessarily an assessment of their validity or factual correctness.

To analyze Russian views relative to those of the United States, it is useful to have a baseline for comparison. Recent RAND Corporation work has analyzed U.S. views of order in more detail, and we briefly summarize some early findings here. When U.S. analysts and policymakers describe the international order, they refer to the specific set of rules, institutions, and norms that emerged following World War II. This order is often characterized as “liberal,” reflecting increasingly shared principles of democratic governance and human rights, as well as the character of the trade and financial institutions that are part of the order. Although the demands and character of the current international order is contested within the U.S. policy discourse, there are certain agreed-upon principles in U.S. strategy documents, including “a rules-based free trade system, strong alliances and sufficient military capabilities for effective deterrence, multilateral cooperation/

---


9 This post–World War II order is composed of several reinforcing elements, including U.S. leadership; global institutions, such as the UN; interlocking global trade and financial institutions; international legal conventions, such as arms control regimes and laws of war; regional organizations; and developing norms. See Mazarr et al., 2016, p. 12.
international law to solve truly global problems . . . , and the spread of democracy.”¹⁰ Further, U.S. policy approaches often advocate continued U.S. leadership (hence the term *U.S.-led order*), countries’ opportunity to join the Western-led order and develop democratic institutions, and the strengthening and enlarging of U.S.-backed alliances and regional organizations, including NATO and the EU.

**Organization of This Report**

The next chapter of this report analyzes the background of Russian foreign policy. We begin with this account for three reasons. First, there may be a tendency for Russian leaders or thinkers to use the term *order* loosely or strategically to justify or promote their foreign policy approach rather than to signify Russian views of the underlying rules, norms, and institutions of the current international environment. Outlining basic Russian foreign policy interests enables us to clearly identify Russia’s thinking on these issues and situate Russia’s views of order within its overall foreign policy. Second, and more critically, tracing Russia’s underlying interests and understanding of history can explain Russian views of the components of order. Finally, understanding Russian views of history is important because Russian analysts and leaders routinely refer to the history of Russian foreign policy to explain their views of the current order.

Chapter Three is the heart of the analysis; it outlines Russia’s current perspective on the international order and its policy and behavior toward various components of the order. Chapter Four explores alternative views within Russia. The final chapter concludes and offers policy implications.

¹⁰ Mazarr et al., 2016, p. 45.
We posit that Russia’s view of the international order stems from its overall approach to foreign policy. Therefore, by outlining some core Russian foreign policy interests and common views of its recent history, we can provide a foundation for Russia’s views of the current international order and the background to explain the variation in Russia’s approach to different components of the international order.

Key Interests Underlying Russian Foreign Policy After the Cold War

Drawing from existing work on Russian foreign policy and the statements of Russian leaders and analysts of Russia foreign policy, we identified five major interests that underlie Russian thinking, policy, and behavior since the end of the Cold War. We outlined these five major interests in Chapter One and describe them in detail below. These interests are neither all-encompassing of Russian views nor mutually exclusive. Rather, they highlight some key points of agreement that offer significant insight to explain Russian activity. These interests emphasize Russia’s goal of preserving its own survival, prosperity, and dominance within its region while deepening engagement with the West at the same time.
1. Defense of the Country and Regime

Russian foreign policy is heavily influenced by perceptions of threat and vulnerability. These perceptions can include persistent concerns about external threat and domestic upheaval possibly supported by foreign parties.

Russia’s geography—namely, its lack of major natural boundaries— and its history of foreign invasion have contributed to a national discourse of vulnerability and concern about foreign threat. Soviet leaders emphasized the threat posed by the forces of capitalism, and their efforts to exert control over the Warsaw Pact were partly motivated by the desire to have a buffer between the Soviet Union and the West.¹ Stephen Kotkin, a Princeton professor, observes, “Russia has felt perennially vulnerable and has often displayed a kind of defensive aggressiveness. . . . Today, too, smaller countries on Russia's borders are viewed less as potential friends than as potential beachheads for enemies.”² Regardless of the real intentions of its neighbors, Russia takes seriously the possibility of invasion from abroad, which has sometimes manifested in its own aggressive behavior.

Russia’s history, including the 1917 Communist revolution and the dissolution of the Soviet Union in 1991, has also led Russian leaders to be concerned about internal domestic upheaval. Gleb Pavlovsky, a former advisor to Putin, observes, “In the Kremlin establishment, ever since [then–Russian President Boris] Yeltsin’s 1993 attack on the Parliament, there has been an absolute conviction that as soon as the power centre shifts, or if there is mass pressure, or the appearance of a popular leader, then everybody will be annihilated. It’s a

¹ For example, in a 1946 message now known as the “Long Telegram,” U.S. diplomat George Kennan noted, “At bottom of Kremlin’s neurotic view of world affairs is traditional and instinctive Russian sense of insecurity. Originally, this was insecurity of a peaceful agricultural people trying to live on vast exposed plain in neighborhood of fierce nomadic peoples” (George Kennan, “The Charge in the Soviet Union (Kennan) to the Secretary of State,” telegram to James F. Byrnes, Moscow, 1946).

feeling of great vulnerability.” 3 Because of the instability and lack of strong institutions within Russia, Russian leaders perhaps feel particular uncertainty about their personal position and safety. The fear of popular revolution is compounded by observations of U.S. support for the Arab Spring and “color revolutions,” discussed in more detail in Chapter Three. 4

Russian leaders’ concerns about foreign and domestic threats are often linked. Russian leaders have often claimed that foreign enemies foment internal rebellion, and leaders have used this claim as a pretext to attack domestic opponents. During the Soviet period, for example, George Kennan, writing as “X” in 1947, noted that “internal opposition forces in Russia have consistently been portrayed as the agents of foreign forces of reaction,” who in the case of the Soviet Union sought to overthrow the government. 5 Similarly, the Putin government has recently adopted legislation that enables the government to crack down on foreign organizations posing a “threat to the defense capability or security of the state, or public order, or to the health of population.” 6 Whatever the real intentions of foreign organizations or the potential for foreign-led revolt, Russian leaders may fear these groups or may believe that they can attack such groups to strengthen the regime.

2. Influence in the Near Abroad

Russian leaders have consistently articulated a policy of maintaining close links with and influence within Russia’s neighboring area. However, a major challenge in analyzing this objective is that the limits of Russia’s interests are not well defined. Some sources highlight the use of the term near abroad to describe the region in which Russia seeks


4 In short, since the end of the Cold War, a series of pro-democracy and pro-Western protests have led to changes in government in the post-Soviet space; these have been referred to as color revolutions because participants often used flowers or colors as symbols.

5 George Kennan (originally published as “X”), “The Sources of Soviet Conduct,” Foreign Affairs, July 1947, pp. 569–570.

the most-direct influence and control. But the near abroad does not have an uncontested geographic range. Russian analysts and accounts characterize the near abroad as countries that were formerly part of the Soviet Union, with the exception of the Baltics, noting that Russia no longer has significant influence or interests in the Baltic states. At the same time, Russia is active in the Baltic states, especially through its engagement with the Russian minority. Further, Russia has degrees of influence beyond the former Soviet states to the rest of the former Communist world, especially with Slavic-speaking countries, such as Bulgaria and Serbia. Hence, it may make the most sense to describe the geographic extent of Russia’s desired influence as a set of concentric circles, with greater desired (though not necessarily achieved) interests in the more-central circles. In Figure 2.1, we offer one potential mapping of Russia’s desired influence, with Russia, Belarus, Central Asia, 

---

7 Russian analysts and U.S. analysts of Russia (in discussions conducted between February and October 2016) observe that Russia no longer thinks of the Baltics as within its direct sphere of influence, although it does retain elements of influence within the Baltics. Furthermore, Carnegie Moscow Center Director Dmitri V. Trenin observes,

> When in 2003 Russia redeployed forces from the Balkans and “conceded” the Baltics—under Putin, unlike in the Yeltsin period, there was no vociferous campaign protesting their membership, just clenched teeth—this regrouping was done to better consolidate Russia’s few assets where it mattered most: in the CIS [Commonwealth of Independent States]. Moscow was ready to renounce its claim on a role in its old sphere of interest: Central and Southeastern Europe, and the Baltics. But it resolved not to allow further Western encroachments into the territory it felt was its “historical space.” (Dmitri V. Trenin, *Post-Imperium: A Eurasian Story*, Washington, D.C.: Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 2011, p. 107)


and Ukraine at the center and diminishing influence in the Caucuses, the Baltic states, and then the Western Balkans (such as Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo, and Serbia) and countries of the former Warsaw Pact (such as Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, and Romania).\(^9\)

\(^9\) Russia’s interests and policy in each of these countries may be contested, and there may be different ways to draw this diagram accordingly. This breakdown draws on the sources cited in this document and our discussions with various analysts. See also, Trenin, 2011, Chapter 2.
Russia’s belief that it is a great power (as discussed later) and its concern about maintaining a buffer from foreign invasion may inform its interest in its neighborhood, but this desire for regional influence most likely runs even deeper than strategic concerns alone would suggest.\textsuperscript{10} Russian and Western analysts cite a longstanding “imperial” identity, drawing from Russia’s imperial expansion in the 16th through 19th centuries and the record of the Soviet Union.\textsuperscript{11} Igor Zevelev, former director of the MacArthur Foundation’s Russia office, writes that Russian identity includes the “‘Little Russians’ (Ukrainians), the ‘White Russians’ (Byelorussians), and the ‘Great Russians’ (ethnic Russians).”\textsuperscript{12} Russian identity is also connected with the other post-Soviet states, including Central Asia, given their shared Soviet past and use of the Russian language. Russia’s link, responsibility, and leadership over its region are currently articulated as part of Russian policy through the term \textit{Russkiy Mir}, or Russian world, meaning support for Russia’s “compatriots.”\textsuperscript{13} Still, there is a great diversity of the countries and populations that might fall under the Russkiy Mir, and there is no single definition of what defines or limits Russia’s desired links with countries or individuals. Potential shared attributes may include, among other elements, the ethnic Russian population, Russian-language speakers, adherents of the Russian Orthodox Church, citizens of the former

\textsuperscript{10} Olga Oliker and colleagues write, “Why is it so important to Russia to maintain influence [in its near abroad]? The reasons stem from Russia’s quest for prestige, its history, its economic priorities, and its fundamental security concerns” (Olga Oliker, Keith Crane, Lowell H. Schwartz, and Catherine Yusupov, \textit{Russian Foreign Policy: Sources and Implications}, RAND Corporation, Santa Monica, Calif.: RAND Corporation, MG-768-AF, 2009, p. 93).

\textsuperscript{11} Trenin describes Russia as “post-imperium,” noting the Russian and Soviet history of imperial control and the loss of the empire in the 1990s (Trenin, 2011, introduction). Ronald Suny writes, “From its beginning, then, Russian identity was bound up with the supranational world of belief, the political world loosely defined by the ruling dynasty, and was contrasted to ‘others’ at the periphery” (Ronald Grigor Suny, \textit{The Empire Strikes Out: Imperial Russia, “National” Identity, and Theories of Empire}, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1997, p. 20).


\textsuperscript{13} See Laruelle, 2015, pp. 4, 19.
Soviet Union and their dependents, and Slavic-language speakers. The reach of the concept of the Russkiy Mir may thus be quite broad, and the identification of shared links and connections may be politicized and adapted based on other Russian foreign policy goals.

Analysts emphasize the continuing influence of these supranationalist views of Russian identity, especially the view that countries emerging from the former Soviet republics are not truly independent countries. Trenin observes, “For many in Russia, the new states are not yet quite states. Interestingly, Moscow’s political relations with them are still managed by the Kremlin chief of staff, rather than the foreign minister. For many in the new states, the CIS is a holdover from the imperial era, a club in which they are less equal than the former hegemon.” Indeed, a long-running survey of Russian elites shows a changing, but generally commonly held, view that “the national interests of Russia for the most part extend beyond its existing territory,” as shown in Figure 2.2. In 2012, there was a drop in respondents who viewed Russia’s interests beyond the country, perhaps corresponding to domestic protests in Russia in 2011 and 2012.

There is also a question of how to characterize the type of influence Russia has or pursues. Although the answer may vary by case, analysts have offered at least three ways to frame this influence:

1. Countries do not make any important foreign and security policy decisions without consulting Russia.
2. Russia requires that when it “picks up the phone,” leaders follow through on Russia’s requests.

---

14 Laruelle writes, “As was the case with the Russian World, the concept of the ‘compatriot’ was intended to remain fuzzy. As early as 2001, Putin insisted on its fluidity: ‘The compatriot is not only a legal category. More importantly, it is not an issue of status or favoritism. It is primarily a matter of personal choice. Of selfidentification. I would even say, of spiritual self-identification’” (Laruelle, 2015, p. 8).

15 We are grateful to Alina Polyakova for this observation.


17 Trenin, 2011, p. 80.
3. Russian-backed organizations, including the Collective Security Treaty Organization (CSTO), CIS, and Russian nongovernmental organizations, have links and ties with the country in question.\textsuperscript{18}

\textsuperscript{18} Author discussions with U.S. and Russian think tank analysts, Washington, D.C., April–May 2016. See also Pelnens, 2009.
3. A Vision of Russia as a Great Power

Russia has consistently described itself as a great power. At a minimum, this vision includes Russia’s desire to participate in deciding global issues and to have a sphere of influence in its region.

In addition to consistently referring to Russia as a great power, Russian officials have advocated a “multipolar” vision of the world, apparently indicating that they think Russia is and should remain one of several major powers. Even given Russia’s significant financial problems in 1992, Yeltsin responded negatively to an offer of “assistance” from U.S. President Bill Clinton, noting, “We’re not asking for handouts. Russia is a great power.” In 2008, then–Russian President Dmitry Medvedev included multipolarity as one of five key principles of Russian foreign policy, saying, “The world should be multipolar. Unipolarity is unacceptable; domination is impermissible. We cannot accept a world order in which all decisions are taken by one country, even such a serious and authoritative country as the United States of America.” This principle is stated in several official documents. For example, the Russian National Security Strategy of 2009 stated Russia’s intention to actively participate “in the development of the multipolar model of the international system,” while the 2013 Foreign Policy Concept identified the goal of “securing [Russia’s] high standing in

19 Hill and Gaddy note that Putin highlighted “‘derzhavnost’—the belief that Russia is destined always to be a great power (derzhava) exerting its influence abroad” as one of the values within the “Russian idea” in his 1999 “Millennium Message” (Fiona Hill and Clifford Gaddy, Mr. Putin: Operative in the Kremlin, Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution Press, 2013, pp. 38–39, 238). Further, Mankoff identifies the great-power identity as a dominant feature of Russia’s foreign policy since 1990 (Mankoff, 2009, p. 12).

20 Russian analysts’ discussion of multipolarity and unipolarity may, to some degree, conflate their view of the current balance of power with how decisions are carried out (i.e., unilateralism or multilateralism). We keep the Russian use of these terms in this report.


22 Paul Reynolds, “New Russian World Order: The Five Principles,” BBC News, 2008. Olga Oliker and colleagues write that during Putin’s term from 2004 to 2008, a consensus emerged that Russia’s foreign policy goals were to “solidify its increasing economic success and strive to be perceived as a ‘modern great power’ or a ‘normal great power’” (Oliker et al., 2009, p. 87).
the international community as one of the influential and competitive poles of the modern world.”

Russian analysts similarly note Russia’s contention that it is a great power. For instance, Trenin writes that Russia “refuses to accept the rank of a middle power with merely a regional role. It sees itself as a global actor, playing in the big leagues.” More recently, Fyodor Lukyanov—editor of *Russia in Global Affairs* and research director for the Valdai International Discussion Club—writes that Russia cannot be treated as just another country, as the United States and European states apparently intend:

For all practical intents and purposes, a large country with the mentality and history of an independent great power simply could not overnight turn itself into a “big Poland” and follow in the footsteps of states seeking admission to the EU and NATO— institutions that, in any event, never offered membership to Russia.

These accounts imply that Russia should not be treated as just any other member of an international institution, but rather as a higher-status member with rights equal to other great powers, including the United States.

---


24 Trenin, 2011, p. 210. He further observes, “in the later thinking of the Kremlin, the global anarchy prevailing after the end of the bipolar era can best be structured as a global oligarchy, also known as multipolarity. This is not an analytical conclusion, but an active posture” (p. 210). Carnegie senior associate Lilia Shevtsova also highlights the importance of the idea of *derzhavnichestvo*—that “Russia is a great power or it is nothing” (Lilia Shevtsova, *Russia: Lost in Transition*, Washington, D.C.: Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 2007, p. 3).


26 Yeltsin similarly emphasized that Russia sought a position as an equal partner of the United States, saying, “Russia isn’t Haiti, and we won’t be treated as though we were. That won’t be sustainable and it won’t be acceptable. Just forget it! What we insist on is equality.
Russia’s great-power status, from its perspective, implies particular rights within its immediate region, a special role in deciding international disputes, cooperation with other great powers, and a greater degree of autonomy or sovereignty. Medvedev justified Russia’s sphere of influence based on its great-power status, arguing, “Russia, just like other countries in the world, has regions where it has its privileged interests. In these regions, there are countries with which we have traditionally had friendly cordial relations, historically special relations.”

Russia also seeks to be a leading participant in resolving ongoing international conflicts. American diplomat Richard Holbrooke writes that during the negotiations in Bosnia in the 1990s, “we felt that Moscow’s primary goal was neither to run nor to wreck the negotiations. Rather, what it wanted most was to restore a sense, however symbolic, that [Russia] still mattered in the world.”

In the ongoing Syrian civil war, Russia has helped negotiate the disarmament of Syria’s chemical weapons, reinforced its military presence, conducted extensive air strikes in support of the Bashar al-Assad regime, and participated in negotiations ostensibly in support of a ceasefire. In Ukraine, Russia has

What I began with Bush and have developed with Clinton—an equal partnership—is in the interest of both our people” (Talbott, 2002, p. 197).


Richard Holbrooke, To End a War: The Conflict in Yugoslavia—America’s Inside Story—Negotiating with Milosevic, New York: Modern Library, 1999, p. 117. Along these lines, in both Bosnia and Kosovo, Russia refused to have its peacekeeping forces under a NATO command structure. Instead, Russia was willing to deploy forces only under a U.S. commander who was also dual-hatted as a NATO commander. See Talbott, 2002; and Holbrooke, 1999, pp. 214, 259.

Prominent Russian commentator Dmitri Kiselyov observed about the proposed peace agreement, “The essence is that two great powers, the United States and Russia, are taking direct responsibility for peace in Syria” (Howard Amos, “Russia Welcomes Syria Ceasefire as Proof of Great Power Status,” International Business Times, February 29, 2016). Still, as discussed later, some U.S. officials and analysts are critical of Russia’s actions, especially the bombing of civilian targets, and skeptical of Russia’s intent to achieve a ceasefire (see Amos,
preferred that negotiations take place under the Normandy Format, including France, Germany, Russia, and Ukraine, which may be desirable, in part, because it signifies Russia’s status as a leading great power in Europe and excludes the United States.\(^{30}\)

Russia has also sought to strengthen its position as a great power through its support for the UN; Brazil, Russia, India, China, and South Africa (BRICS) association; and other forums discussed later that emphasize the role and authority of regional great powers.\(^{31}\) Russia’s cooperation with China is also significant, as both countries seek a greater say in the world as great powers. For example, both have conducted joint naval exercises in such areas as the South China Sea, have worked together through the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation to limit U.S. military presence in Central Asia, and are pursuing an international convention on information security.\(^{32}\)

Russia’s view of its great-power status also may be connected with a concept of its own desired autonomy and sovereignty. Some analysts write that Russia seeks full or absolute sovereignty or autonomy and sees itself in a small category of great powers that have such sovereignty, including China and the United States. Other countries, including the European powers, are less sovereign, especially because they need to consult with the United States or other countries to develop or execute their policy. Russia may seek and be able to continue its greater auton-

---

\(^{30}\) One Russian analyst lauded the Normandy Format as “the best possible format”: “When evaluating the efficiency of the ‘Normandy Four,’ one should remember that the Ukrainian conflict is less a clash for Ukraine, its national political regime and foreign policy orientation but more for the rules of the international order and relations between great powers in particular” (Dmitry Suslov, “‘Normandy Four: The Best Possible Format,” Valdai International Discussion Club, February 10, 2015).


omy by avoiding alliances or binding agreements with other powers, as well as by maintaining economic strength and military power.\textsuperscript{33}

4. Noninterference in Domestic Affairs

Russian leaders often insist that noninterference is a key principle of global governance and international affairs. Russian officials in particular emphasize that the right of noninterference should not be violated without approval of the UN Security Council.\textsuperscript{34}

Indeed, in our description in the next section of Russian views on the current order, we highlight growing concern within Russia about an upward trend of Western interference. Much of Russia’s emphasis on noninterference no doubt stems from its desire to protect the regime and its interests in its near abroad. This points to a fundamental irony—namely, that while declaring the importance of noninterference, it seeks to maintain influence in the affairs of its neighbors. Indeed, from Russia’s point of view, its prerogative of a great power permits it an exception from the principle of noninterference and the exclusive ability to interfere in the affairs of its neighbors.\textsuperscript{35}

In the unique immediate post–Cold War period, Russia recognized that human rights are not exclusively the responsibility of the internal affairs of states.\textsuperscript{36} Nevertheless, since then, Russia has increas-


\textsuperscript{34} Before returning to the presidency in 2012, Putin noted the importance of the “United Nations and its Security Council to effectively counter the dictates of some countries and their arbitrary actions in the world arena,” adding, “Nobody has the right to usurp the prerogatives and powers of the U.N., particularly the use of force against sovereign nations” (Vladimir Putin, “Russia and the Changing World,” RT News, February 27, 2012).

\textsuperscript{35} Author discussions with U.S. analysts, Washington, D.C., April 2016.

\textsuperscript{36} In the 1991 Moscow meeting of the Conference on the Human Dimension of the Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe (CSCE), Russia signed on to the concluding document:

The participating States emphasize that issues relating to human rights, fundamental freedoms, democracy and the rule of law are of international concern, as respect for these rights and freedoms constitutes one of the foundations of the international order. \textit{They categorically and irrevocably declare that the commitments undertaken in the field of the}
ingly emphasized noninterference as a recurring theme in its foreign policy discourse. In the late 1990s, noninterference was frequently raised in the context of the military conflict in Chechnya, where Russia faced significant criticism for human rights violations. Following the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) Summit in Turkey in 1999, for example, Russian leaders emphasized that Western European countries had “no right to criticize Russia for Chechnya,” and that “We will, in the most decided way, deflect all attempts at interference in Russia’s internal affairs, no matter under which pretext.”\(^37\) Russian officials have also cited the noninterference principle while opposing Western intervention. In the case of Kosovo, for example, former U.S. Deputy Secretary of State Strobe Talbott writes, “Russian politicians, generals, and commentators speculated with mounting alarm that the air campaign the U.S. and its allies were getting ready to unleash against Serbia was a warm-up for a future war with Russia that might begin with the West’s claim that it was defending the rights of the Chechens.”\(^38\) Russian officials and analysts have criticized the West for inconsistency in its approach to noninterference, noting U.S. support for Western-backed secession movements in East Timor and Kosovo but opposition to Russian activities in South Ossetia and Crimea.\(^39\)

Russian leaders have stated that the principle of noninterference applies to the near abroad. Then–Russian President Mikhail Gorbachev’s resignation speech, for example, noted that Russia had “renounced intervention in other people’s affairs and the use of troops


\(^{38}\) Talbott, 2002, p. 301.

beyond the borders of our country.” The charter of the CIS included principles of “respect for sovereignty of member states, for imprescriptible right of people for self-determination and the right to dispose their destiny without interference from outside.” Nevertheless, analysts of Russian activity emphasize that Russia’s actual practice instead tends toward exerting informal influence over its neighbors.

5. Political and Economic Cooperation as a Partner Equal to Other Great Powers

Since the end of the Cold War, Russia has frequently sought greater partnership and cooperation with the West. However, in accordance with its vision of itself as a great power, Russia seeks cooperation not just as another country but as an “equal” partner. It is sometimes vague which countries or entities Russia sees itself as equal to—the United States, the leading European powers, or such organizations as the EU or NATO—but at a minimum, Russia seeks outsized recognition, status, and authority in any cooperative relationship.

The initial post–Cold War period began a new era of close cooperation between Russia and the United States. Strobe Talbott writes that Gorbachev and his staff “came up with a new word to describe the ties they wanted to have with the U.S.: partnership. . . . As partners, the U.S. and the Soviet Union could move beyond ‘negative peace’—the avoidance of war—toward joint management of the world’s problems.” Yeltsin continued to pursue partnership with the West, referring frequently to the term, while developing a personal relationship with President Clinton. The 1993 Russian Foreign Policy Concept envisioned that “Russia will strive toward the stable development

---


of relations with the United States, with a view toward strategic partnership and, in the future, toward alliance.”

Although, to some extent, Vladimir Putin repudiated Yeltsin’s policies as weak, he also pursued a closer relationship with the West in areas of mutual interest. Putin pursued closer ties with the EU and—following September 11, 2001—was supportive of the U.S. war on terror. Russian professors Nadezhda Arbatova and Alexander Dynkin highlight Putin’s cooperative efforts in the early 2000s, noting “The Kremlin offered the U.S. its unprecedented support as a true ally in setting up an antiterrorist coalition,” and “Putin reiterated that Russia would reconsider its position if it were to be included in this process.”

From 2008 to 2012, the Medvedev government emphasized closer relations with the West, apparently with the support of Putin, who had become the Prime Minister. Medvedev included “no isolation” as one of his five principles, noting, “We will develop, as far as possible, friendly relations both with Europe and with the United States of America, as well as with other countries of the world.” In 2010, the foreign minister, Sergey Lavrov, emphasized the “teamwork philosophy” underlying Russian foreign policy, explaining that improved connections with Russia’s neighbors could enable modernization and economic development. However, Medvedev and other Russian leaders saw Russia as the leader of a major bloc, not just another country: “The end of the Cold War made it possible to establish genuinely equal cooperation between Russia, the European Union, and North America as three branches of European civilization.”

46 Arbatova and Dynkin, 2016, p. 83.
47 Reynolds, 2008.
While the Ukraine crisis might indicate a shift away from a desire for close cooperation with the West, Russian leaders continue to emphasize their desire for cooperation on what they describe as equal terms. In a March 2016 essay, Lavrov explains, “we are not seeking confrontation with the United States, or the European Union, or NATO. On the contrary, Russia is open to the widest possible cooperation with its Western partners.” Lavrov clarifies that cooperation would be on Russian terms of a “universal feeling of equality and equally guaranteed security.”

Evolution of Russia’s Views of the U.S.-Led Order

In addition to the principles outlined in the previous section, Russia’s current view of the U.S.-led order is significantly informed by its view of the post–Cold War period. In particular, Russian leaders and analysts contend that Russia sought close cooperation with the West in the early 1990s and that this cooperation went poorly for Russia. Most critically, when Russia sought integration into Western institutions, the West did not adapt the major institutions—including NATO, the EU, and the World Trade Organization (WTO)—to incorporate Russia and respect Russian interests. The record of these events contributes to the Russian view that it would not be feasible for Russia to attempt to join the EU or NATO in the future and that it is necessary for Russia to develop alternative institutions. Russian officials and analysts also began to view the U.S.-led order as threatening, rather than simply misguided, following U.S. military interventions undertaken without UN approval and growing perceptions of the encroachment of the EU and NATO into Russia’s sphere of influence. To inform the narrative of Russia’s changing views of the U.S.-led order, we preview here some observations from our account of different components of order (see Chapter Three for further details).

50 Lavrov, 2010.
Immediately following the Cold War, there was a brief period in which pro-Western officials under Yeltsin sought not only to integrate Russia into the West but also to model Russia on Western institutions. From around 1992 to 1993, for example, acting Prime Minister Yegor Gaidar pursued a policy of rapid liberalization and economic “shock therapy” recommended by Western officials, while Foreign Minister Andrei Kozyrev adopted a “romantic embrace” of the West. Russia’s foreign policy during this period was partly connected to a view proposed by Gorbachev that, as Lukyanov explains, “a new world order would emerge through the integration of East and West on a completely equal basis.” The belief that Russia would play a shared role in a new world order appears to have been encouraged by U.S. policymakers. For example, U.S. scholar Joshua Itzkowitz Shifrinson writes, “Baldly stated, the United States floated a cooperative grand design for postwar Europe in discussions with the Soviet Union in 1990, while creating a system dominated by the United States.” Russian analysts and officials’ perception that there was a divergence between U.S. promises early in the post–Cold War period and U.S. policy thereafter soured Russian views of the future desirability to adapt Russia to integrate with Western institutions.

51 Roland Dannreuther, Russian Perceptions of the Atlantic Alliance, Edinburgh, Scotland: Edinburgh University, 1997, p. 10. In December 1991, for example, Kozyrev stated that Russia viewed NATO “as one of the mechanisms for stability in Europe and in the world as a whole” (Dannreuther, 1997, p. 10) and even asked former U.S. President Richard Nixon to help him define Russia’s national interests (see Andrew Kuchins and Igor Zevelev, “Russian Foreign Policy: Continuity in Change,” Washington Quarterly, Vol. 35, No. 1, Winter 2012, pp. 148–149, 153; and Mankoff, 2009, p. 37).

52 Lukyanov, 2016a; Fyodor Lukyanov, “Putin’s Foreign Policy,” Foreign Affairs, May/June 2016b, p. 32. Dannreuther similarly emphasizes that Gorbachev sought “a more cooperative and less conflictual East-West relationship which would provide the international framework for supporting his domestic economic reforms of perestroika,” and highlights Gorbachev’s embrace of concepts of “the Common European House (Evropa, nash obshchii dom),” “New Thinking (novoe myshlenie),” and “Freedom of Choice (svoboda vybora) for the countries of central and south-eastern Europe” (Dannreuther, 1997, p. 6).

By 1993, the policies championed by pro-Western officials, especially the domestic economic policies, were seen as a failure in Russia. Gaidar was forced from office in 1992, and in 1996, Kozyrev was replaced by Yevgeny Primakov, who analysts describe as promoting a “straightforward realist conception of international affairs” promoting Russia as a great power. While Russian leaders no longer sought to adopt the Western democratic models within Russia, they still sought membership, or at least a Russian voice, in the major Western institutions. For example, Yeltsin supported the potential candidacy of Russia in NATO and improved formal measures of consultation with NATO through the NATO-Russia Permanent Joint Council established by the NATO Russia Founding Act (discussed later). At the same time, Russian officials opposed what they saw as U.S. unilateralism, including NATO enlargement and intervention in Kosovo—manifested, for example, through Russia’s attempted seizure of the Prishtina International Airport in 1999. Russian frustration with the West also grew as a result of the perceived failure of Western assistance in the economic realm—for example, following the 1998 financial crisis. Still, throughout his presidency, Yeltsin did not abandon the principle of closer partnership and integration with the West, despite growing frustration with U.S. behavior. Upon taking over power from Yeltsin, Putin drew on the perception that Yeltsin’s policies, especially those toward the West, had undermined Russia’s position in the world. In his 1999 Millennium Message, for example, Putin explained that “Russia has [just] experienced one of the most difficult periods in its many centuries of history. Perhaps for the first time in 200–300 years, she faces the real danger of becoming not just a second but even a third tier country.” These perceptions appear to reflect widely growing frustration among

54 Kuchins and Zevelev, for example, write, “The defeat of the liberal reformers, caused principally by the economic crisis in the early 1990s, shifted Russian foreign policy to more traditional realist concepts asserting national interests and expanding power and influence” (Kuchins and Zevelev, 2012, p. 153).
56 Hill and Gaddy, 2013, pp. 299–300.
57 Hill and Gaddy, 2013, p. 81.
many Russian elites of Russia’s weakening position in the world, as well as a suspicion that closer relations with the West were not necessarily to Russia’s benefit.58

Despite Putin’s eventual harsh rhetoric toward the West, in the early period of his first term as President, he continued to pursue cooperation and integration with the West, including through closer relations with NATO and the EU.59 For example, in March 2000, Putin was positive about the potential for Russia to join NATO if its interests were recognized and if it would be an equal (great-power) partner.60 In a 2001 speech to the Bundestag (Germany’s national parliament), Putin similarly emphasized that “the spirit of [democracy and freedom] filled the overwhelming majority of Russian citizens,” and he urged cooperation and integration between Europe and Russia.61 In 2004, Russia expressed only a mild negative response to the Baltic countries’ accession to NATO.62 Putin also launched Russia’s effort to join the WTO. At the same time, Russia’s policy was not as positive toward the West as under Yeltsin. For example, Lukyanov notes, “From the Russian point of view, a critical turning point came when NATO intervened in the Kosovo war in 1999. Many Russians—even strong advocates of liberal

---

58 Hill and Gaddy write, “Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev summed up the general elite consensus in Moscow. The West had taken advantage of Russia’s weakness. The West’s policy in Europe, the Balkans, and within the former Soviet Union, he asserted, ‘is marked by a clear disrespect for Russia’” (Hill and Gaddy, 2013, p. 36).

59 By one account, “for a brief period Putin pursued his own version of a ‘reset’ in U.S.-Russia relations” (Kuchins and Zevelev, 2012, p. 155; see also Mankoff, 2009, p. 31).

60 In 2000, Putin answered a question about the potential membership of Russia in NATO by responding, “Why not? Why not? . . . I do not rule out such a possibility . . . in the case that Russia’s interests will be reckoned with, if it will be an equal partner” (David Hoffman, “Putin on Joining NATO: ‘If as Equals, Why Not?’” Moscow Times, March 7, 2000).


62 For example, in his 2005 address to the Federal Assembly, Putin only noted, “We hope that the new members of NATO and the European Union in the post-Soviet area will show their respect for human rights, including the rights of ethnic [Russian] minorities, through their actions” (Vladimir Putin, “Annual Address to the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation,” Moscow, April 25, 2005; see also Mankoff, 2009, p. 160).
Several factors in the mid-2000s contributed to growing skepticism that Russian interests as outlined earlier in this chapter could be achieved through integration into Western institutions. As described in detail in Chapter Three, Russia was disappointed in its ability to influence NATO decisionmaking, was surprised at the resistance to its bid for WTO accession, and felt disrespect at the lack of special treatment from the EU. Further, several U.S. policies in the early 2000s were perceived as threatening Russia’s security and interests in its near abroad, including the color revolutions in Georgia in 2003 and Ukraine in 2004, U.S. plans for antiballistic missile defenses, and the invasion of Iraq without a UN mandate. Russia’s increasing wealth from oil and gas exports, which in early 2006 enabled it to pay off Western loans from the 1990s, likely also played a factor in changing Russian views.

Trenin, writing in 2006, summarized the changing Russian view: “Until recently, Russia saw itself as Pluto in the Western solar system, very far from the center but still fundamentally a part of it. Now it has left that orbit entirely: Russia’s leaders have given up on becoming part of the West and have started creating their own Moscow-centered system.” Although there were elements and periods of greater cooperation with the United States, after 2007, Russian relations with the United States began a clear downward trajectory, with Russia expressing increasing concern and bolstering alternative institutions. In Putin’s 2007 speech at the Munich Conference on Security Policy, he heavily criticized the U.S.-led order by observing that the “unipolar model . . .

---

63 Lukyanov, 2016b, p. 33.
64 Dmitri Trenin, “Russia Leaves the West,” Foreign Affairs, July/August 2006.
66 As Hill and Gaddy explain, Putin “now saw the United States as irresponsible and incompetent—not just unchecked in its exercise in power” (Hill and Gaddy, 2013, p. 316).
68 Trenin, 2006.
has nothing in common with democracy” and “is not only unaccept-
able but also impossible,”69 beginning a line of rhetoric and an increasing-ingly negative view of the U.S.-led order that would continue through to the present.

From the perspective of Putin and other senior Russian officials, several events following 2007 reinforced the interpretation that the West’s activities were, perhaps unintentionally, undermining Russian security; by 2012 or 2013, these events led to a growing view that the United States and the West were actively and intentionally threaten-
ing to Russia. For example, NATO’s openness to having Ukraine and Georgia become members likely contributed to Russia’s decision to undertake military action in Georgia. In addition, American support for the Arab Spring and military action against Libya, as discussed later, contributed to a perception that the United States and the West could and would undertake violent regime change. Putin appears to have drawn a clear line between the Arab Spring and Western support for democracy to the 2011–2012 protests in Russia against his reelec-
tion to the presidency.70 Thus, from Putin’s perspective, U.S. support for the pro-Western Maidan protestors in Ukraine (see Chapter Three), a country of major importance for Russia, led to a clear sign that the West was violating Russia’s security and prerogatives as a great power. Still, despite growing suspicion of the United States and the West, Russian officials insisted on their desire for continued cooperation with the West where possible.71


70 In addition to further discussion about these events later in this report, see Hill and Gaddy, 2013, pp. 235, 305–311.

71 In Putin’s March 2014 speech, he explained,

Like a mirror, the situation in Ukraine reflects what is going on and what has been hap-
pening in the world over the past several decades. . . . Our western partners, led by the United States of America, prefer not to be guided by international law in their practical policies, but by the rule of the gun. . . . In short, we have every reason to assume that the infamous policy of containment, led in the 18th, 19th and 20th centuries, continues today. They are constantly trying to sweep us into a corner because we have an indepen-
dent position, because we maintain it and because we call things like they are and do not
There is perhaps no single event that shifted Putin and Russia’s view of the United States and the West, nor any definitive period of Russia’s changing policy toward the United States, the West, and the U.S.-led international order. Rather, in the immediate post–Cold War period, Russia sought closer relations with the West and even integration into the Western system. From a Russian perspective, the West’s reluctance to accept Russia’s interests and several Western activities that appeared to threaten those interests increasingly indicated a threat from the West to Russia’s interests and security.

Conclusion

The background information presented in this chapter notes key points in the change and continuity in Russian foreign policy and provides the foundation for Russian views of the current international order. There are many other important ideas in Russian political discourse that are sometimes cited as playing a role in its foreign policy, such as a longstanding Russian belief in the importance of power politics, a perception of the need to “catch up” with its rivals, a belief that military power is ultimately decisive over economic power, and a belief that Russia is the defender of conservative values, echoing Samuel Huntington’s thesis of a “Clash of Civilizations.” The description of Russia’s increasing opposition to the U.S.-led order also misses peri-

engage in hypocrisy. But there is a limit to everything. And with Ukraine, our western partners have crossed the line, playing the bear and acting irresponsibly and unprofessionally. (Vladimir Putin, “Address by the President of the Russian Federation,” March 18, 2014a)


ods and areas of increased and potential cooperation with the United States. The next chapter explores in more detail Russia’s current view of the international order and its approach to specific components of that order, offering more nuance and detail in Russia’s approach to specific institutions. The principles outlined in this chapter and the broad trajectory of Russia’s foreign policy explain, to a great extent, how Russian leadership sees the current international order.
We examine Russian views of the current international order in two parts. First, we examine Russia’s views of the underlying logic of the order—namely, how it sees major rules, norms, and institutions influencing state behavior in the current international environment. In brief, Russia sees the logic of the current order as U.S.-led hegemony, in which the United States seeks to bring more countries in the world under its control and influence under the guise of expanding democracy and free institutions.

Second, we detail Russia’s perspectives, policies, and behaviors toward the following six major components of the international order:

1. the UN system and related multilateral agreements
2. multilateral regional security agreements (such as NATO and the CSTO)
3. regional organizations (such as the EU and Eurasian Customs Union)
4. multilateral international economic institutions (such as the WTO, Group of Seven [G-7], and International Monetary Fund [IMF])
5. arms control and related multilateral security agreements (such as the nonproliferation regime)
6. general norms of sovereignty, democracy, and human rights.

---

1 The G-7 includes Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the United Kingdom, and the United States.
While the overarching negative view of the order’s logic carries over to these components to some degree, there is considerable variability in Russian sentiments toward the various components. Where Russia sees the potential for cooperation in ways that would respect its position as a great power and promote security in its region, it is eager for cooperation; where Russia sees the potential for a component of the order to threaten its interests, it generally opposes U.S. policy.

**Current Views of the International Order**

Russian leaders and analysts currently articulate a view that the U.S.-led order is expanding to encompass the entire world, thereby threatening the security of Russia and its neighbors and undermining Russian influence in its near abroad. According to this view, the West’s perception of its own superior power has led it to overreach. Activities that the West claims will bring freedom and democracy, such as Western military intervention and support for civil society, instead increasingly threaten Russian security and its vital interests.

Putin has explained at length his views of the U.S.-led order. He describes the current order as unipolarity and claims that it does not reflect the real balance of power—and, hence, U.S. policy poses significant dangers. In his 2007 speech in Munich, Putin described unilateral action as “not only unacceptable but also impossible in today’s world.”

He also noted that “we are witnessing an almost uncontained hyper use of force—military force—in international relations” and specifically observed that the United States “has overstepped its national borders in every way.”

His subsequent speeches and discussions include similar rhetoric. In Putin’s view, U.S.-led activity is especially prob-

---


4 For example, in a 2012 newspaper article, Putin highlighted the threat of the United States and NATO to stability:

_I think that indivisible security for all nations, unacceptability of the disproportionate use of force, and unconditional compliance with the fundamental principles of interna-__
lematic because the U.S. approach does not reflect current distribution of power. For example, he explained in 2014,

    Pardon the analogy, but this is the way nouveaux riches behave when they suddenly end up with a great fortune, in this case, in the shape of world leadership and domination. Instead of managing their wealth wisely, for their own benefit too of course, I think they have committed many follies.5

    Lavrov similarly highlights the hypocrisy of Western activities. In a March 2016 article, he writes, “We see how the United States and the U.S.-led Western alliance are trying to preserve their dominant positions by any available method or, to use the American lexicon, ensure their ‘global leadership.’” He also describes the diverse methods through which the United States pursues its political goals, including “economic sanctions,” “direct armed intervention,” “large-scale information wars,” and “unconstitutional change of governments.” Citing Putin, he writes that the EU and NATO are treading on the freedom of their new member states, because “representatives of these countries concede behind closed doors that they can’t take any significant decision without the green light from Washington or Brussels.”6

    Russian analysts have also warned of the universalist and threatening character of Western activities. Alexander Lukin, a Russian Sinologist, identifies a Western philosophy of “‘democratism,’ a one-sided mixture of political liberalism, human-rights thinking, Enlightenment secularism and theories of Western supremacy that strongly

---

5 Putin, 2014b.

6 Sergey Lavrov, “Russia’s Foreign Policy: Historical Background,” Russia in Global Affairs, March 5, 2016.
resembled colonialism.” According to Lukin’s description, the West believes that “the best way to introduce the ‘backward’ nations of the world to the joys of freedom and democracy is to incorporate them into Western-dominated economic and political alliances.”7 Fyodor Lukyanov highlights and questions the effectiveness of attempts by the United States to create a unipolar world—that is, “a new world order’ in which Western countries had not only a political but also a moral right to organize the world as they saw fit.”8 Lukyanov is skeptical about the ability of the current system of international institutions to adapt to changes in the balance of power,9 yet he does not offer a clear solution.10

Russian analysts also emphasize the development of competing powers—especially China—and new institutions to replace the current system. Lukin highlights how Russia and other rising powers, including the BRICS countries, share interests beyond objecting to Western universal demands; such interests include strengthening international institutions to reflect shared goals of domestic noninterference.11 Similarly, Andrei Bezrukov and Andrei Sushentsov at the Moscow State

7 Lukin, 2016, p. 94.
8 Lukyanov, 2016a.
9 Lukyanov writes, “The international system sank into chaos as its institutions—reasonably effective in the last century, but unable to adapt to new-century realities—eroded. Attempts to create a ‘centralized’ or unipolar global system of governance simply failed” (Lukyanov, 2016a). In another article, he observes that there are simply “too many mid-range countries seeking to make [the international system] into the international premier league” (Fyodor Lukyanov, “The World in 2015: A Nostalgia for Balance,” Russia in Global Affairs, December 24, 2015).
10 He writes, “[T]he era that began with the end of the Cold War has ended. For the West, that era was marked by the euphoria of victory. For Russia, it was felt via the sting of inferiority that came from strategic defeat. Both sensations led to a dead end, and there is no way out in sight—even if such an exit will have to be found urgently” (Lukyanov, 2016a).
11 Lukin further writes, Russia’s refusal to follow the Western course is only the first sign of conflict between the West’s united-world project and an emerging multipolar system. In a multipolar world, the influence of the West will diminish, while that of other centres of power (China, India, Brazil) will grow as they seek to build zones of influence around their borders. (Lukin, 2016, p. 109)
Institute of International Relations (MGIMO) write, “As a result of universal globalization and emancipation, the organizations that set the rules of the game in the economic and security sectors—the World Bank, the [IMF], and the UN Security Council—do not reflect the real balance of power.” However, there remains a great deal of uncertainty in Russian accounts of how the new order will look. The Valdai Discussion Club Report of 2016, for example, envisions the development of two main groupings in the world, one including “the USA, the European Union, and their allies,” and the second including “China, Russia, and a number of other countries supporting them.” The report notes the potential synergies between Russia’s military and China’s economic power while downplaying the risk of conflict over Central Asia, but there remains uncertainty about whether the relationship between Russia and China will be cooperative.

The unifying theme of these accounts is that, from a Russian perspective, the fundamental logic of the current international order is the dominance of the United States. Where the United States seeks to gain allied consent and collaboration and where it claims to work on the basis of rules, norms, and institutions independent of U.S. agency, Russian leaders and analysts see, and are concerned about, U.S. control over its allies and manipulation of global institutions. That does not mean that Russia is opposed to the existing major institutions; indeed, as we will see later, Russia continues to see the possibility of adapting several components of the international order to reflect its interests rather than U.S. domination.

---


14 Barabanov et al., 2016, pp. 8–12.
Russian Views of Components of the International Order

The United Nations System and Related Multilateral Agreements

Russian leaders are supportive of the UN system because it fulfills several of Russia’s key objectives. The system grants Russia recognition as a great power through permanent membership and veto power on the Security Council. It also offers a platform to prevent, or at least delegitimize, both noninterference in domestic affairs where Russia does not approve and a coordinated international response to Russia’s own interventions. Russia also uses the UN system to protect secondary interests, such as pursuing an interpretation of information security friendly to Russian interests and helicopter sales to UN peace missions.\(^{15}\)

Russian officials have frequently cited the UN when questioning U.S. policies that, in their view, violate the sovereignty of UN member states. Before the outbreak of hostilities in Kosovo in January 1999, Foreign Minister Igor Ivanov stated that U.S. use of force outside of a UN Security Council resolution was “fraught with the danger of undermining the existing system of international relations.”\(^ {16}\) Similarly, as discussed later, Russian leaders criticized both the failure to pass a UN resolution preceding the U.S.-led interventions in Iraq and U.S. actions in Libya for exceeding the UN mandate.

Just before returning to the presidency in 2012, Putin emphasized the value of the UN, implicitly referencing concerns about the United States by stating that it was important for the “United Nations and its Security Council to effectively counter the dictates of some countries and their arbitrary actions in the world arena” and adding, “Nobody has the right to usurp the prerogatives and powers of the U.N., particularly the use of force against sovereign nations.”\(^ {17}\) President Putin’s chief of staff, Sergey Ivanov, echoed a similar argument in 2015 in an interview with government-run news agency TASS, in which he highlighted how Western unilateral action undermined “ universally rec-

\(^{15}\) Author discussions with U.S. officials, Washington, D.C., April 2016.


\(^{17}\) Putin, 2012.
recognized institutions, like the UN Security Council.”¹⁸ Russia’s official documents also affirm the importance of the UN, including the 2013 Foreign Policy Concept:

The United Nations should remain the center for regulation of international relations and coordination in world politics in the 21st century, as it has proven to have no alternative and also possesses unique legitimacy. Russia supports the efforts aimed at strengthening the UN’s central and coordinating role.¹⁹

Russian leaders’ belief in the UN system is noticeable through Russia’s continued use of the UN as a framework for discussion even when there is conflict and disagreement with the other world powers. Figure 3.1 shows Russia’s speeches in the UN General Assembly and the number of U.S. speeches for comparison. Even when there were periods of friction between Russia’s actions and the international order, such as in Georgia in 2008 and in Ukraine in 2014, Russian officials continued to use the UN as a platform for discussion, if not necessarily agreement or compromise.²⁰ Accounts of Russia’s behavior in the UN emphasize that Russia has no problem using apparently contradictory rhetoric on different issues—for example, using U.S. support for Kosovo’s independence to justify its action in Crimea while still opposing independence for Kosovo. Further, Russia is able to compartmentalize policies on different issues, effectively approaching its interests within the UN without being constrained by a single, overarching ideology.²¹ Russia has sporadically used its veto power on the Security Council, but never more than twice in any year. However, because knowledge of Russia’s intent to veto sometimes prevented resolutions from reach-

¹⁸ Sergey Ivanov, “Don’t Think the Kremlin Always Decides Everything, Sometimes It Doesn’t,” TASS Russian News Agency, October 19, 2015.


²⁰ There are limits to what can be inferred from simply the number of speeches, and it may be useful for other work to more fully analyze the content and apparent intent of these speeches.

Figure 3.1
Number of Speeches in the United Nations General Assembly, Russia and the United States, 1993–2015

ing a vote, Russian vetoes are, at best, a limited indicator of changes in Russia’s behavior.

Overall, Russia supports the UN system, but this support seems to stem mainly from the UN’s recognition of Russia’s great-power status and its veto power on the UN Security Council. This veto gives Russia the ability to limit Western interference in its own region and prevent a UN response to Russia’s own interventions, such as in Crimea. Russia’s behavior within the UN is often in opposition with U.S. interests—for example, when Russia vetoed accepting Kosovo’s independence and blocked a resolution condemning its behavior in Crimea. Nevertheless, Russia’s support for the UN aligns, in many ways, with U.S. goals of maintaining the UN as an integral part of the international order.

**Multilateral Regional Security Agreements**

NATO and NATO enlargement represent one of the principal points of contestation between the United States and Russia. While the United States emphasizes that NATO is not intended to threaten Russia and sees NATO as a major tool to ensure stability, security, and democratic values, Russian officials and analysts have increasingly seen NATO and NATO enlargement as a threat to Russia’s security. Russian fears about NATO enlargement reflect both real concerns about losing influence in its near abroad and paranoia of a NATO invasion facilitated by NATO’s growing military presence on Russia’s borders. To counter NATO’s influence, Russia has sought to develop pan-European, multilateral security arrangements in which it is respected as a great power and to strengthen competing security institutions, such as the CSTO, among the post-Soviet states.

Russian leaders point to discussions between Gorbachev and U.S. Secretary of State James Baker in 1990 to claim that the United States and NATO reneged on a promise not to expand NATO eastward. According to one account of the discussions, Baker assured Gorbachev and Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze that “there will be no extension of NATO’s jurisdiction or NATO’s forces one inch to the

---

East.” Mark Kramer, however, writes that these discussions focused on the status of East Germany, and therefore “no Western leader ever offered any ‘pledge’ or ‘commitment’ or ‘categorical assurances’ about NATO’s role vis-à-vis the rest of the Warsaw Pact countries.” There does not appear to have been a written guarantee about no further expansion of NATO. Nevertheless, the status of Poland and other countries was under discussion during the negotiations between Baker and Gorbachev, and Russian leaders understood Baker, in the context of a more positive U.S.-Russian dialogue at the end of the Cold War, as implying that the United States would not enlarge NATO further east. Shifrinson notes that U.S. “efforts throughout 1990 to engage the Soviet Union implied the existence of a non-expansion deal; as Gorbachev subsequently noted, assurances against NATO expansion were part of the ‘spirit’ of the 1990 debates.” Baker emphasized themes important to the Soviet Union and subsequently Russia in May 1990, including that the United States was “committed to building the pan-European security institutions desired by the Soviet Union,” would not seek a “unilateral advantage,” and would build “a differ-

---

23 Shifrinson, 2016, p. 15.


25 Baker noted in one discussion,

All our allies and East Europeans we have spoken to have told us that they want us to maintain a presence in Europe. I am not sure whether you favor that or not. . . . We understand the need for assurances to the countries in the East. If we maintain a presence in a Germany that is a part of NATO, there would be no extension of NATO’s jurisdiction for forces of NATO one inch to the east.” (“Declassified Cable: Memorandum of Conversation Between James A. Baker, Mikhail Gorbachev, and Eduard Shevardnadze at the Kremlin,” Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of State, February 9, 1990, p. 6)

Further, Baker discussed future enlargement of NATO with West German Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher in 1990 and subsequently indicated his support for Genscher’s position that “NATO would not extend its territorial coverage to the area of the GDR [German Democratic Republic, or East Germany] nor anywhere else in Eastern Europe” (Shifrinson, 2016, p. 22).

26 Shifrinson, 2016, p. 34.
ent kind of NATO.” While neither side had fully conceived of or expected NATO enlargement into eastern Europe in the early 1990s, and hence no formal agreement was made, the negotiations clearly led to a belief among the Russians that the United States was committed to building a new security order that fulfilled core Russian interests.28

Later, the Clinton administration adopted a policy of NATO enlargement to avoid the renationalization of defense in Central Europe, promote collective security, and strengthen the European Union, which also set out on a path of enlargement. The aspirant Central and Eastern European members of NATO, as well as some of their supporters in the United States, also saw NATO expansion as a safeguard against a potential future downturn in Russia’s relations with the West.29 Initially, Yeltsin appeared willing to consider NATO enlargement, articulating a rare example of Russian respect for the sovereignty of its neighbors. In August 1993, he stated that Poland had the right to join NATO if it would not conflict with Russian security, explaining, “In the new Russian-Polish relationship, there is no place for hegemony and one state dictating to another.”30 Despite Yeltsin’s caveat about Russia’s security, this declaration surprised Russian officials, who claimed that Yeltsin must have been drunk and or that it was his “private opinion.”31

Russian officials during Yeltsin’s tenure came to strongly oppose NATO enlargement. There was strong domestic pressure within Russia

---


28 In a January 2016 interview, Putin quoted Egon Bahr, a German politician:

“If we do not now undertake clear steps to prevent a division of Europe, this will lead to Russia’s isolation.” Bahr, a wise man, had a very concrete suggestion as to how this danger could be averted: the USA, the then Soviet Union and the concerned states themselves should redefine a zone in Central Europe that would not be accessible to NATO with its military structures. Bahr even said: If Russia agreed to the NATO expansion, he would never come to Moscow again. (Nikolaus Blome, Kai Diekmann, and Daniel Biskup, “Putin—The Interview: ‘For Me, It Is Not Borders That Matter,’” Bild, January 11, 2016)

29 Talbott, 2002.


against enlargement, especially from Communist and nationalist candidates. During the campaign, Russia’s then–Prime Minister Viktor Chernomyrdin told U.S. Vice President Al Gore, “I understand that the decision [on enlargement] has been made, and we know you can’t reverse it. But we need help on managing our own domestic politics on the issue.” Ronald Asmus notes that at a meeting in early 1997, “Russian communist party head Gennady Zyuganov noted smugly that whereas in Washington there still appeared to be a range of views on enlargement, in Moscow there was only one view—everyone was opposed.” Further, Russian media at the time reported opposition from Yeltsin’s advisers, who warned, “If NATO moves eastward, Russia will move westward.”

By the late 1990s, many senior Russian officials began to perceive that the United States was proceeding with NATO enlargement, with or without their support. In response, they effectively adopted a dual-track policy in which they simultaneously voiced opposition to NATO and agreed to the NATO-Russia Founding Act to secure Russia’s interests. The act included the creation of the NATO-Russia Permanent Joint Council, which offered symbolic recognition to Russia as a counterpart to NATO; the statement that NATO members had “no intention, no plan, and no reason to deploy nuclear weapons” on the...

---

35 As Asmus recounts,

On the one hand, [Russian Foreign Minister] Primakov continued to tell Washington that Moscow valued U.S.-Russian cooperation and wanted to work closely to build a new cooperative NATO-Russia relationship. [Russian Deputy Foreign Minister] Mamedov was claiming that Moscow realized that enlargement was going to happen and he had been authorized to “brainstorm” with Talbott on what such a relationship might look like. On the other hand, Primakov continued to attack NATO enlargement, warn of its destabilizing consequences, and probe Washington’s European allies for signs of division and weakness. Mamedov’s counterpart in the Russian Foreign Ministry responsible for European affairs, Deputy Foreign Minister Nikolai Afan’evsky, was touring European capitals with a tougher message and a long laundry list of Russian demands designed to tie NATO in knots. (Asmus, 2002, p. 172)
territory of the new member states; and a statement that the alliance would not permanently station additional substantial combat forces in Europe “in the current and foreseeable security environment.”

NATO began to admit candidate countries, with Poland, the Czech Republic, and Hungary joining in 1999 and the Baltic countries—Romania, Slovakia, and Slovenia—joining in 2004.

The negotiations between Clinton and Yeltsin demonstrate the conflict between Russia’s goals of establishing cooperation as an equal partner and its interest in protecting its sphere of influence. At a meeting with Clinton in March 1997, Yeltsin noted, “Our position has not changed. It remains a mistake for NATO to move eastward. . . . I am prepared to enter into an agreement not because I want to but because it’s a step I’m compelled to take.” Yeltsin sought specifically to oppose the accession of the former Soviet republics, including the Baltic states, into NATO. Clinton responded that singling out countries would undermine the idea that NATO was an inclusive security organization that might one day include Russia. By opposing NATO enlargement in a few countries, Russia would demonstrate that it was indeed threatening to the eastern European countries and would thereby reinforce NATO’s role of defending Europe against Russia. Nevertheless, statements from Eastern European countries, and informal opinions from U.S. leaders, made clear that a major purpose of NATO was precisely to defend those countries from Russia, dampening U.S. rhetoric about the creation of a dramatically new security community.

36 More precisely, “NATO reiterates that in the current and foreseeable security environment, the Alliance will carry out its collective defence and other missions by ensuring the necessary interoperability, integration, and capability for reinforcement rather than by additional permanent stationing of substantial combat forces” (NATO, “Founding Act on Mutual Relations, Cooperation and Security Between NATO and the Russian Federation, Signed in Paris, France,” May 27, 1997).


38 For example, in 1993, early discussions between Clinton and the leaders of Poland, the Czech Republic, and Hungary emphasized the desire to see NATO enlargement for defense against Russia. Asmus writes that the leaders of these countries “had a common view. Their countries were vulnerable. They still feared Russia. They did not trust the major West European powers. They trusted America” (Asmus, 2002, p. 23). See also Mankoff, 2009, p. 153.
Although Russian leaders, at times, appeared to accept or at least tolerate NATO enlargement, they ultimately developed a conventional wisdom that NATO enlargement was a threat to Russian interests, especially to Russia’s influence in its near abroad. U.S. leaders attempted to convince Russia that NATO was not a threat and would respect Russian interests by offering Russia the possibility of joining the Alliance. The prospect of joining Western institutions was attractive to Russian officials so long as Russia was respected as a great power; Russian leaders expected “something like a co-chairmanship of the Western club,” as Trenin writes. However, for NATO, “the door to the West would remain open, but the idea of Russia’s actually entering through it remained unthinkable” absent major changes in Russia’s governing institutions and, most likely, in Western politics.

39 In his 2005 address to the Federal Assembly, Putin simply stated, “We hope that the new members of NATO and the European Union in the post-Soviet area will show their respect for human rights, including the rights of ethnic [Russian] minorities, through their actions” (Putin, 2005). Furthermore, as Trenin writes,

On the issue of NATO enlargement, Moscow would be wise to leave the decisions to the countries in question. Whether candidate countries join the Alliance—and if so, when—should be up to those nations themselves. In view of Moscow’s stated goals, Russian intervention can only be counterproductive. The Kremlin’s official position of treating Alliance accession as a sovereign right of each individual country, and of focusing on the management of Russia’s own security, makes good sense. It may be that Georgia will get the Membership Action Plan in the spring of 2008, which would put the country on track to join the Alliance a few years later. In Ukraine, however, NATO must admit that the accession issue is likely to remain politically divisive and potentially destabilising. Calm handling of these situations by both sides would help to uphold stability and security in Europe’s east. (Dmitri Trenin, “NATO and Russia: Sobering Thoughts and Practical Suggestions,” NATO Review, Summer 2007)

40 Trenin, 2006.

41 Henry Kissinger, for example, opposed possible Russian membership in NATO, writing in 2001, “But Russian membership in NATO—however partial—is not the solution. NATO is, and remains, basically a military alliance, part of whose purpose is the protection of Europe against Russian invasion” (Henry Kissinger, “Russia a Partner, but Not in NATO,” Washington Post, December 7, 2001). Instead, drawing a connection to the Concert of Europe, he noted,

Russia should become a full and equal partner in political discussions affecting international order. On matters affecting Atlantic relations, the consultative machinery of the
The practical rejection of Russia’s accession hardened Russian views toward Western institutions by demonstrating that Russia could not be integrated and, therefore, that NATO would continue to appear in opposition to Russia.

Russian opposition intensified as NATO pursued the integration of new members and as it became clear to Russian officials that the institutions to include Russia in NATO decisionmaking would not grant Russia significant influence in that decisionmaking. In 2007, Putin described NATO enlargement as “a serious provocation that reduces the level of mutual trust” and expressed concern about NATO bases on Russia’s border.\(^\text{43}\) In 2008, following the declaration at the Bucharest Summit that Ukraine and Georgia “will become members of NATO,” Russia undertook a military campaign in Georgia.\(^\text{44}\) According to Hill and Gaddy, “Putin assumed that the shock of Russia’s war with Georgia would force a reassessment of U.S. democracy-promotion policies and a recalculation in Washington about how far to go in pushing NATO membership for Georgia and Ukraine.”\(^\text{45}\) In a 2016 article, Lavrov writes that the choice to pursue NATO enlargement “is the essence of the systemic problems that have soured Russia’s relations with the United States and the European Union.”\(^\text{46}\)

Since the Ukraine crisis, Russian officials have become more explicit in identifying NATO as a threat to Russia. CNA senior

---


45 Hill and Gaddy, 2013, p. 309.

46 Lavrov, 2016.
researcher Dmitri Gorenburg paraphrases Valery Gerasimov, the current Chief of the General Staff of Russia’s military:

The most significant threat facing Russia, in Gerasimov’s view, comes from NATO. In particular, he highlights the threat from NATO enlargement to the east, noting that all 12 new members added since 1999 were formerly either members of the Warsaw Pact or Soviet republics. This process is continuing, with the potential future inclusion of former Yugoslav republics and continuing talk of perspective Euroatlantic integration of Ukraine and Georgia.47

Russia’s official documents, including its December 2015 National Security Strategy,48 also emphasize the growing threat from NATO. Thus, if NATO pursues the further integration of former Soviet countries, Russian officials will likely continue to perceive NATO as aggressive.

As an alternative to NATO, Russia supports the development of strengthened regional security arrangements in which it would have a greater influence. In the early 1990s, Russia advocated the transformation and elevation of the CSCE, with the goal of creating a pan-European institution that improved cooperation with the West while maintaining Russia’s prerogatives and interests in its region. The CSCE developed out of negotiations in the 1970s that involved both the Eastern and Western blocs. These negotiations also led to the 1975 Helsinki Final Act, which established such shared principles as territorial integrity and respect for human rights. Following the end of the Soviet Union, Russia continued to support the CSCE, which


48 The National Security Strategy notes,

A determining factor in relations with NATO is still the unacceptability for the Russian Federation of the alliance’s increased military activity and the approach of its military infrastructure toward Russia’s borders, the building of a missile-defense system, and attempts to endow the bloc with global functions executed in violation of the provisions of international law. (Russian Federation, National Security Strategy, December 31, 2015)
became the OSCE in 1995. Russian leaders preferred the OSCE over NATO because Russia would retain veto power and have a larger say in the organization’s behavior within its near abroad. Indeed, while the OSCE has been active in Bosnia, Kosovo, and Ukraine, its freedom of action has been limited by Russia’s veto over its activities.

The OSCE has remained part of Russia’s thinking about the international order, and Russia continues to seek either a larger role for the OSCE or the creation of another body that would manage European security and over which Russia would have veto power. In 2010, Lavrov criticized Western countries for preferring NATO enlargement over the elevation of the OSCE:

> When the Soviet Union and the Warsaw Pact ceased to exist, there was a real chance to make the OSCE into a full-fledged organization capable of ensuring equal security for all states in the Euro-Atlantic area. This opportunity was missed, however, as the choice was made in favor of the policy of NATO enlargement, which in practice meant not only the preservation of the lines dividing Europe into zones with different levels of security, but also the movement of these lines to the East. . . . Everyone needs security . . . which must be built largely through a universal feeling of equal and equally guaranteed security.

49 Wolfgang Zellner notes that Russia’s strategy was largely a carryover from the Soviet period:

> The basic Soviet objectives for the CSCE consisted in securing Western acceptance of the political status quo in Europe, enlarging trade opportunities, and improving access to Western technology, while the USSR [Union of Soviet Socialist Republics] also hoped that the Conference might help emphasise the “Europeanness” of the Soviet Union, while, if possible, reducing the influence of the United States. (Wolfgang Zellner, “Russia and the OSCE: From High Hopes to Disillusionment,” Cambridge Review of International Affairs, Vol. 18, No. 3, 2005, p. 390)

50 Zellner identifies two conflicting Russian visions of the OSCE. Russia saw the organization both “as an instrument for fostering Russia’s integration into European structures” yet, at the same time, had the objective to “secure a maximum of freedom of action and to avoid Western and, in particular, OSCE intervention in post-Soviet states and, of course, Russia proper” (Zellner, 2005, p. 391).

51 Lavrov, 2010, emphasis added.
Increasing the role for the OSCE appears to remain popular with Putin, who at his speech at Valdai lauded the OSCE and its role in Ukraine.\textsuperscript{52} Medvedev and Lavrov have also offered an alternative or supplement to the OSCE, proposing a new “region-wide” or “comprehensive” European security framework in which Russia would be equally represented, such as a new European Security Treaty.\textsuperscript{53}

Partly in response to NATO, Russia has also increasingly developed security institutions in its own region—namely, the CIS and the CSTO. The CIS, which contains all of the former Soviet states except the Baltic countries, was originally intended to manage the divorce of its members from the Soviet Union. Analysts highlight that the CIS’s capabilities are limited.\textsuperscript{54} Instead, especially following the Georgian war in 2008, Russia has focused greater effort on developing the CSTO, apparently intending both to mirror NATO and to balance against it.\textsuperscript{55} After doing little to develop the CSTO in the early 2000s, Russia encouraged the development of a rapid-reaction force within the CSTO and, in the early 2010s, continued to develop the organization’s ability to conduct peace missions.\textsuperscript{56} Russia continues to pursue military exercises within the framework of the CSTO and has taken actions to develop a unified command structure. However, Russian leadership over the CSTO has been undermined by Russia’s unwillingness to take sides in the local conflicts of the member states.\textsuperscript{57}

\textsuperscript{52} Putin, 2014b.


\textsuperscript{55} Current CSTO member states include Russia, Armenia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, and Tajikistan, after Azerbaijan, Uzbekistan, and Georgia left the organization (Matthew Bodner, “With Ukraine Revitalizing NATO, Russia Dusts Off Its Own Security Alliance,” Moscow Times, October 23, 2014; Saivet, 2012, p. 403).


\textsuperscript{57} Bodner, 2014.
Although the CSTO and CIS officially recognize the independence and equality of their member states, Russia exercises significant informal influence over these countries, partly through its threat to provoke instability if these countries do not follow Russia’s line.58 One way to understand Russian views of the U.S. relationship with NATO and the EU is through the lens of Russia’s relationship with its neighbors. From Russia’s point of view, the CSTO, CIS, and Eurasian Economic Union are formal organizations that offer a public front for Russia’s influence in its region. In a parallel way, Russian leaders view NATO, and perhaps the EU to a lesser extent, as formal organizations that mask Washington’s informal influence.59

Regional Organizations
Until 2013, Russia had been generally supportive of the EU and EU integration, although it expressed significant concerns with Europe’s failure to treat Russia as a great power. Since 2013, EU enlargement into the former Soviet space, especially integration of Ukraine, Moldova, and Georgia, has provoked significant Russian opposition, including military action in Ukraine. Russia has also supported the development of competing or parallel regional organizations, especially the Eurasian Economic Union, and undertaken a range of political, military, and economic measures to undermine the EU.

As part of Russia’s overall policy of improving relations with the West, Yeltsin promised early in the Cold War to do “everything possible to support European integration,” and through the 1994 Partnership and Cooperation Agreement, Russia developed formal structures of cooperation with the EU. In 2001, Putin gave a speech in German to the Bundestag, noting, “As for European integration, we not just support these processes, but we are looking to them with hope.”60

However, Russia’s views of the EU changed with the European Neighborhood Policy, which sought to develop a “ring of friends” around the EU and enable its neighbors to participate in “everything

60 Putin, 2007.
The EU approached Russia to participate in the policy, but only at a level equal to that of other countries in the region, such as Moldova, Ukraine, and Georgia. Following its principle of participation equal to that of great powers, Russia declined. As former Swedish Prime Minister Carl Bildt notes, “Its rejection was less about refusing the details of cooperation and integration, but more about not wanting to be treated in the same framework as what it considered lesser nations, and about a wish to establish more direct and equal relations with the EU.” Similarly, Arbatov and Dynkin write, “Russia, the biggest and closest EU neighbour, was put into the same group as the most distant Mediterranean countries. Given Russia’s post-imperial complexes and its obsession with status, Moscow’s response to the EU offer was predictably negative.”

Around 2007 or 2008, Russia began to develop the Eurasian Customs Union as an alternative and competitor to the EU. Prior to this point, Russia had taken measures to develop economic relations with the former Soviet countries through the CIS and a range of bilateral agreements. The depth, breadth, and implementation of these agreements were limited, however, undermining integration, especially because Russia was reluctant to invest substantial resources.

According to one account by a former Russian official, the main impetus for further regional integration came not from Russia but from Kazakhstan. Kazakhstan sought Russia’s greater involvement in Central Asia, partly to balance concerns about the rise of China. Although Kazakhstan was at first unsuccessful at getting Russia to launch a new initiative, other factors—including Russia’s difficulty in joining the

---


62 Bildt, 2015, p. 3.

63 Arbatov and Dynkin, 2016, p. 84.

WTO and the 2008 financial crisis—led Russia to take a more positive view of building institutions that would compete with and offer an alternative to the West. By 2007, Russia agreed to develop a Customs Union with Kazakhstan and Belarus, which was eventually launched in 2010.

In 2011, in an article in Izvestia, Putin articulated that Russia intended to pursue a regional integration process through the Eurasian Customs Union and successor organizations:

A crucial integration project, the Common Economic Space of Russia, Belarus and Kazakhstan (CES), will kick off on January 1, 2012. . . . By building the Customs Union and Common Economic Space, we are laying the foundation for a prospective Eurasian economic union. At the same time, the Customs Union and CES will expand by involving Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan. We plan to go beyond that, and set ourselves an ambitious goal of reaching a higher level of integration—a Eurasian Union.

Putin emphasized that the Eurasian Union, like the EU, would be open to other countries and urged the development of relations between the EU and the Eurasian Union in the future as part of a

---

65 Putin noted in 2011,

It is clear today that the 2008 global crisis was structural in nature. We still witness acute reverberations of the crisis that was rooted in accumulated global imbalances. At the same time, the elaboration of post-crisis global development models is proving to be a difficult process. For example, the Doha Round is virtually mired in stalemate, the WTO faces objective difficulties, and the principle of free trade and open markets is itself in deep crisis. We believe that a solution might be found in devising common approaches from the bottom up, first within the existing regional institutions, such as the EU, [North American Free Trade Agreement], [Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation], [Association of Southeast Asian Nations] inter alia, before reaching an agreement in a dialogue between them. These are the integration bricks that can be used to build a more sustainable global economy. (Vladimir Putin, “Novyj Integratsionnyj Proyekt Dlya Evrazii: Budushchee, Kotoroe Rozhdaetsya Segodnya [New Integration Project for Eurasia: The Future in the Making],” Izvestia, October 3, 2011)

66 Author discussion with former Russian official, Washington, D.C., April 2016; see also Dragneva and Wolczuk, 2012, p. 4.

67 Putin, 2011.
goal of developing a continent-wide free trade agreement.\textsuperscript{68} At the same time, Putin referenced the goal of building an alternative power center around Russia, noting that the union would become a “powerful supranational association capable of becoming one of the poles in the modern world and serving as an efficient bridge between Europe and the dynamic Asia-Pacific region.”\textsuperscript{69}

Despite Russian support for the Eurasian Union, scholars and analysts have described it as an “essentially political project” aimed at regional integration. They have downplayed its economic influence or logic, noting that Russia and its partners lack the size and diversity of the countries that went on to form the EU. For example, Russia is significantly larger than any other member, and many of the member states, including Russia, are major exporters of oil, gas, and other commodities, which brings into question the gains of increased economic integration. Further, there are doubts that Russia will indeed seek to develop the Eurasian Union structures into a full-fledged political and economic union.\textsuperscript{70} European audiences also view the Eurasian project as challenging to the creation of a single economic space in Europe, because trade from the EU may face barriers in entering the Eurasian Customs Union. Therefore, while Russia may have political reasons to demonstrate the development and effectiveness of the Eurasian Union, it does not appear that the Eurasian Union is likely to become the competitor or alternative to the EU that Russia claims to seek.

In 2012 and 2013, the potential integration of Ukraine, Georgia, Moldova, and Armenia with the EU through the signing of EU Association Agreements and Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade Area agreements led to increasing Russian opposition. In particular,

\textsuperscript{68} Putin explained,

\begin{quote}
Some of our neighbours explain their lack of interest in joining forward-looking integration projects in the post-Soviet space by saying that these projects contradict their pro-European stance. I believe that this is a false antithesis. We do not intend to cut ourselves off, nor do we plan to stand in opposition to anyone. The Eurasian Union will be based on universal integration principles as an essential part of Greater Europe united by shared values of freedom, democracy, and market laws. (Putin, 2011)
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{69} Putin, 2011.

\textsuperscript{70} Saivetz, 2012, p. 406; Trenin, 2011, p. 155; see also Bildt, 2015, p. 7.
Russia put a great deal of pressure on Ukraine to reverse its decision to proceed with EU integration, including a threat to cut off some trade. In explaining Russian resistance to Ukraine’s western integration, Putin has emphasized the likely harm of EU goods flooding the Russian market, and he has argued that Western policy was “not centered on protecting the interests of Ukraine” but instead sought “to disrupt an attempt to recreate the Soviet Union.” Russian Deputy Prime Minister Dmitri Rogozin argued at the time that Ukraine’s signing of an Association Agreement with the EU was a precursor to eventual NATO membership. Russia similarly pushed the other former Soviet states to reject closer ties with the EU, although only Armenia reversed course and joined the Eurasian Customs Union.

71 At his 2014 address to Valdai, Putin noted,

Because in implementing Ukraine’s association project, our partners would come to us with their goods and services through the back gate, so to speak, and we did not agree to this, nobody asked us about this. We had discussions on all topics related to Ukraine’s association with the EU, persistent discussions, but I want to stress that this was done in an entirely civilised manner, indicating possible problems, showing the obvious reasoning and arguments. Nobody wanted to listen to us and nobody wanted to talk. (Putin, 2014b)

72 Hill and Gaddy write,

In Putin’s view the situation that unfolded in Ukraine in 2013–14 reflected as if in a mirror . . . what was happening in the world as a whole. Developments in Ukraine, and the efforts of the European Union to create a new relationship with Ukraine, were simply a continuation, if not the culmination of several decades of efforts by the West to put pressure on Russia and thwart its foreign policy priorities. . . . The West—“our Western partners,” as he called them—had crossed a line . . . by pushing Ukraine towards the European Union, just as it had crossed a line in 2008 by promising eventual NATO membership to both Ukraine and Georgia. (Hill and Gaddy, 2013, p. 265)

73 Andrew Gardner, “Armenia Chooses Russia over EU,” Politico, September 3, 2013. It is contested whether Russia intended for its other neighbors to ultimately join Eurasian Union structures as an alternative to the EU. Some analysts argue that Russia did not require that Ukraine join, given the lack of popular support for the Eurasian Union in Ukraine and risk of cheap goods flowing through Ukraine, while others state that Ukraine’s accession
After Ukrainian President Viktor Yanukovych indicated his decision not to sign the Association Agreement and its Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade Area agreement, major protests broke out in Maidan Square in Kyiv. These protests contributed to the fall of the Yanukovych government, and Russia responded by annexing Crimea and later supporting the separatist movement in Ukraine. In the context of the Western effort to extend the EU, Russia’s annexation of Crimea may have been “a completely reasonable act of self-defense,” as Hill and Gaddy report that Putin and other Russian elites believe. Indeed, in a speech in March 2014, shortly after Russia’s military action in Crimea, Putin observed, “[The West] must have really lacked political instinct and common sense not to foresee all the consequences of their actions. Russia found itself in a position it could not retreat from. If you compress the spring all the way to its limit, it will snap back hard.”

If Russia’s annexation of Crimea and its support for separatists in eastern Ukraine are any indication, Russia will likely continue to use a wide range of military, political, and economic tools to block further EU accession and preserve influence in the former Soviet republics. Yet such influence is not the limit of Russia’s efforts to undermine or influence the EU. Indeed, as ongoing analysis of Russian activities in Europe indicates, Russia has pursued a wide range of means of influence to achieve its objectives.

**Multilateral International Economic Institutions**

Since the end of the Cold War, Russia has pursued increased economic cooperation with the EU and the West, although there has been con-

---


76 Putin, 2014a.

77 See, for example, Conley et al., 2016.
flict within Russia about the extent to which it should accept liberal policies recommended by Western donors.

Yeltsin initiated a major effort to reform Russia’s economy and integrate it into the global economic system. International economic institutions, including the G-7 and IMF, provided significant sums to stabilize the Russian government while demanding that Russia make reforms that were perceived as necessary to achieve a market economy. Following the initial tumultuous reform period, in which Western-led reform was discredited for many Russians, Russian officials generally remained supportive of integrating Russia into Western economic institutions, although there has been occasional hesitation. Russia joined the IMF and World Bank in the spring of 1992 and initially applied to the WTO (at the time called the Global Agreement on Tariffs and Trade) in 1993. Russian officials have especially encouraged Western investment in Russia. Putin, for example, emphasized Russia’s interest in “further integration of the Russian economy into the international economy” and openness to foreign investment, especially in the energy sector.78

However, Russian support for the WTO has been far more variable since 2000; Russia has pursued membership with the goal of becoming a member of leading international organizations, albeit with skepticism of the Western-led institutions. Anders Åslund notes that shortly after Putin’s first election, he made Russia’s “early entry [to the WTO] one of his priorities in international politics,” apparently due, in part, to business support for Russian membership.79 Putin supported the reform of the responsible ministries and put in place a team of dedicated reformers to negotiate Russia’s WTO accession.80 When he was reelected in 2004, however, Putin instead pursued a less liberal


80 Indeed, Russian and international estimates indicated that Russia would gain between 0.5 and 1 percent growth in gross domestic product per year from WTO accession (Anders Åslund, “Why Doesn’t Russia Join the WTO?” Washington Quarterly, Vol. 53, No. 60, April 2010).
policy of “import substitution in tandem with extensive state intervention and protectionism.”

With the financial crisis in 2008, and Russia’s lack of progress with the accession negotiations, Putin’s skepticism of the WTO apparently increased. In 2009, in a move that was widely interpreted as undermining or stalling Russia’s bid for accession, Putin announced that Kazakhstan, Belarus, and Russia planned to enter the WTO together as a customs union. The Medvedev government, with the apparent approval of Putin, reengaged with the WTO negotiations in 2011 and secured Russia’s formal accession in 2012. Since becoming a member, officials and analysts assess Russia’s participation as generally productive. For example, Russia has not generally rejected Western proposals out of hand and has provided notification on changing laws and regulations generally according to WTO requirements. Analysts assess that Russia’s participation in these organizations is based on a desire to be “taken seriously” and to “be part of the civilized world.”

Since beginning his third term as President in 2012, Putin has also pursued an agenda of reducing Russian dependence and vulnerability to the international economy. Russia’s efforts to bolster its own resources in order to withstand swings in the global economy were not new. Indeed, Alexey Kudrin, Minister of Finance from 2000 through 2011, used a significant portion of oil and gas revenue to pay down foreign debt with this goal in mind. In 2011 and 2012, Putin appears to have pursued a more intensive approach to reduce Russia’s economic dependence by encouraging import substitution, demanding that for-
eign manufacturers produce locally, and spending more on large industrial programs within Russia. Following Western sanctions of Russia in 2014, Russia has expanded this effort. For example, countersanctions against Western agricultural goods appear partly intended to develop Russia’s domestic agricultural industry. However, analysts are skeptical that Russia can achieve significant substitution of domestic production for imports, especially given the relatively small investment to date, Russia’s continuing dependence on the export of oil and gas (an estimated 17–25 percent between 2000 and 2011), Russia’s poor business climate, and the difficulty the government faces in shifting capital away from unprofitable but politically important state-owned enterprises. Hence, while Russia may seek to reduce its dependence on imports and foreign trade, it will face significant challenges in this effort.

Russia has sought expanded representation for itself and other rising powers in the management of the major international financial institutions. For example, Russia has started to participate with China in institutions that might develop competing structures to the major Western-led financial institutions. In mid-2015, Russia reportedly became the third-largest investor (behind China and India) in the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank, which has been advertised as a potential rival to the World Bank. Russia has sought reform of the IMF to increase representation for China and other rising powers.

---

85 Hill and Gaddy, 2013, p. 248.
86 See, for example, “Two Years On: How Russia’s Agricultural Sector Reaps the Benefits of Sanctions,” Sputnik News, August 7, 2016.
Another forum in which Russia has expressed its support for an alternative financial infrastructure is the annual BRICS summit. The 2015 BRICS declaration, for example, criticized “the prolonged failure by the United States to ratify the IMF 2010 reform package,” which included increasing the voting power of the BRICS nations and other developing countries. A report by the Russian think tank Russian Institute for Strategic Studies went further, noting, “Supported by developing countries, the BRICS group is striving for the rearrangement of the whole global economic architecture including the international trade, foreign exchange and financial relations, foreign investments, control over sources of raw materials, regional markets, and high technologies.” While Russian rhetoric around the BRICS remains significant, it may be more significant as a forum for the rising powers to voice their concerns rather than an institution by which they execute shared policy.

Arms Control and Related Multilateral Security Agreements

Russia’s negotiation and adoption of arms control follow the constraints of the major foreign policy interests outlined in Chapter Two. Where arms control serves Russia’s interests—in protecting its security, its influence in its sphere of influence, or its status as a great power—Russia has pursued such agreements. For example, Russia has supported the Non-Proliferation Treaty, which grants the country special recognition. Where Russia fears that it will be at a disadvantage, it has not hesitated to weaken or question the existing order—for example, when it decided to suspend its participation in the Conventional Forces in Europe (CFE) Treaty in 2007 and to officially withdraw in 2015.

The United States and Soviet Union pursued several waves of arms control negotiations that remain important for Russia’s relationship with the United States and the current international order. In the 1970s, the United States and Soviet Union signed agreements limiting,
for example, the number of strategic launchers and warheads, as well as the development of anti-ballistic missile (ABM) systems. In the closing years of the Cold War, a second series of treaties were signed, including the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty, which banned both nuclear and nonnuclear weapons with a range between 500 and 5,500 km; the first Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START), limiting warheads, missiles, and bombers; and the CFE Treaty, which set limits on several types of conventional forces across a range of European countries. Yeltsin’s government remained supportive of the ongoing arms control negotiations, especially because arms control had the potential to reduce Russia’s military expenses at a critical time. His government, with Ukraine, Kazakhstan, and Belarus, signed START II in 1992. However, even in the early 1990s, there was opposition within Russia about furthering arms control with the United States and its allies, demonstrated especially by the refusal of the Russian Duma to ratify START II and disagreement about how to modify the CFE Treaty to reflect the post–Cold War environment.

During Putin’s presidency, disagreement with the United States about arms control intensified. While the United States emphasized its interest in further agreements, Russia found U.S. pursuit of ballistic missile defense and its withdrawal from the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty to be deeply troubling. Furthermore, Russia remained concerned that NATO enlargement would lead to the increasing presence of NATO forces on its borders. In 2007, for example, Lavrov emphasized that Russia would not engage in “horse trading” over anti-

---


93 Woolf, Kerr, and Nikitin, 2016, p. 38.


95 Mankoff notes that senior U.S. officials “argued in a joint open letter to President Clinton that the U.S.-led effort to expand NATO not only jeopardized the future of the arms control regime but would also ‘bring Russians to question the entire post–Cold War settlement’” (Mankoff, 2009, p. 155).
Russian Views of the International Order

missile facilitates in the former Warsaw Pact countries. U.S. officials emphasized that the ABM forces were intended for rogue states, that the forces could not undermine Russia’s deterrent, and that Russia and the United States were no longer enemies, but this did little to reassure Russia about NATO’s intentions. Russia’s concern about ABM systems in former Warsaw Pact countries eventually contributed to Russia’s decision to leave the CFE Treaty in 2007. Insistence by the United States that Russia withdraw from Georgia, Moldova, and Transnistria may also have factored into Russia’s decision.

Nevertheless, Russia has proved cooperative at times on strategic arms control. In 2002, Russia and the United States agreed on the Strategic Offensive Reductions Treaty (often known as the Moscow Treaty), which limited the number of warheads. In 2011, the New START agreement came into force, requiring substantial reductions in the number of launchers and warheads on both sides. This treaty reestablished a comprehensive system of monitoring and verification, which had lapsed with the first START in 2009. Although the treaty required a reduction in the number of Russian warheads, analysts note that it simultaneously enabled Russia to substantially modernize its nuclear arsenal by reducing the cost of maintaining large numbers of static intercontinental ballistic missiles and pursuing systems that would be less vulnerable to a U.S. attack.

Russia has been supportive of the nonproliferation regime and other nonproliferation negotiations. In 2007, Putin stated, “we are unequivocally in favour of strengthening the regime of non-proliferation. The present international legal principles allow us to develop technologies to manufacture nuclear fuel for peaceful purposes.” Russia also played a constructive role in the 2015 nuclear deal with Iran. Participating in the negotiations enabled Russia to pursue several goals, including

96 Mankoff, 2009, pp. 159–160.
100 Putin, 2007.
arguing for the diminished need for missile defense in Europe, securing Russia’s role in major international negotiations, and opening a potential market for Russian civilian nuclear technology and Russian weaponry.\textsuperscript{101}

Despite the potential interest on both the U.S. and Russian sides for arms control, events in 2015 and 2016 offer diminishing signs about the prospects for new agreements. In June 2015, U.S. officials noted that Russia had failed to address U.S. concerns about a Russian ground-launched cruise missile that would potentially violate the INF Treaty.\textsuperscript{102} Russian analysts, in turn, state that Russia does not know which system U.S. officials are discussing and highlight potential U.S. violations of the INF Treaty from armed drones or from cruise missiles that could be launched from ground-based ABM sites.\textsuperscript{103} In recent years, U.S. officials have pursued negotiations on confidence-building measures, arms control, and strategic stability with Russia, but to little avail. Russian officials have raised concerns about a range of issues, including missile defense, U.S. conventional precision-guided missiles, and the militarization of outer space.\textsuperscript{104} In October 2016, Russia also withdrew from three agreements on nuclear cooperation with the United States, noting continued U.S. sanctions on Russia related to Ukraine. While arms control has the potential to fit Russia’s desires for the international order, Russia appears unlikely to agree to new confidence-building measures or arms control based on its increasing perception of threat from the West.

\textsuperscript{101} President Obama noted, “Putin and the Russian government compartmentalized on this in a way that surprised me, and we would have not achieved this agreement had it not been for Russia’s willingness to stick with us and the other P5-plus members in insisting on a strong deal” (David M. Herszenhorn, “Russia Quickly Maneuvers to Capitalize on Iran Nuclear Deal,” \textit{New York Times}, July 14, 2015).


\textsuperscript{103} Author discussions with Russian analysts, Washington, D.C., October 2016.

General Norms of Sovereignty, Democracy, and Human Rights

From a U.S. perspective, a critical part of the international order is the development of norms related to democracy, sovereignty, and human rights. Mazarr and colleagues, for example, emphasize that in such documents as the National Security Council Report 68 (known as NSC-68), U.S. officials write that the creation of order on the basis of freedom and democracy is an essential element of U.S. interests, because in the absence of U.S. leadership to develop a strong liberal order, alternative forms of order that threaten U.S. interests will emerge. Further, from the U.S. perspective, norms of sovereignty, self-determination, democracy, and human rights go hand in hand: A critical element of sovereignty is giving countries the ability to choose the institutions they prefer to join. Finally, U.S. strategic documents, and the practice of U.S. foreign policy in the 1990s and 2000s, indicate a belief that U.S. use of force is justified when governments fail to fulfill minimum standards for protecting their citizens.

Russian views of the norms of sovereignty, democracy, and human rights are very different. As discussed earlier, Russian officials increasingly view the U.S. pursuit of human rights and democracy as a cover for expanding U.S. influence, as well as a threat to Russia’s security and regime. Furthermore, Russia’s view of itself as more fully sovereign than other countries and its right to a sphere of influence mean that Russia’s interpretation of sovereignty is fundamentally in conflict with the U.S approach to universal rights and the right of countries to pursue their own foreign policy goals. Russian discussion of these norms may at times obscure Russia’s actual policy, so we focus on Russia’s approach to sovereignty, democracy, and human rights by exploring Russian statements and policy around several telling issues: foreign intervention, color revolutions, and information security.

105 Mazarr et al., 2016, pp. 46–54.

106 The 2015 U.S. National Security Strategy notes, for example, “Military force, at times, may be necessary to defend our country and allies or to preserve broader peace and security, including by protecting civilians facing a grave humanitarian crisis” (White House, 2015, p. 22).
Foreign Intervention

Russia has developed increasingly skeptical views of U.S.-led foreign intervention. At the same time, Russia has undertaken its own foreign interventions—most notably, the recent intervention in Syria—in line with its view of order described earlier.

In Bosnia, Yeltsin opposed NATO air strikes and, according to Talbott, emphasized Russia standing up to the West and protecting the Serbs as a means to gain domestic political support. Russian opposition to NATO action in Kosovo was significantly stronger. Yeltsin warned, “I told NATO, the Americans, the Germans: Don’t push us towards military action. Otherwise, there will be a European war for sure and possibly world war.” Invoking the UN Charter, the Russian ambassador to Croatia argued that “with its military intervention against Yugoslavia, NATO is destroying the existing world order.” Indeed, Russia and the United States almost did come into conflict after the Russian military attempted to seize the Prishtina International Airport in Kosovo.

In retrospect, some Russian commentators saw NATO action in Kosovo as the beginning of the decline of improved U.S.-Russia relations. The Kosovo crisis indicated that NATO was willing to take military action against Russia’s allies—namely, Serbia—and that institutions for incorporating Russian thinking, such as the Permanent Joint Council, were likely to be ignored by NATO in a crisis. This increasingly raised the perception that NATO might intervene in Rus-

107 Talbott, 2002, p. 73.
111 Arbatov and Dynkin, 2016, p. 84.
Russia’s sphere of influence without its permission and thereby threaten its core interests.

While Russia opposed the Iraq War, it did not identify the war as a threat to itself or its neighborhood at the time. Russia vetoed the UN resolution authorizing the Iraq War, joining France and Germany in its opposition. Vladimir P. Lukin, a former Russian ambassador to the United States, explained Russia’s decision using similar language as European opponents of the war, noting at the time,

There is a principle here, a basic principle, that if someone tries to wage war on their own account, without other states, without an international mandate, it means all the world is confusion and a wild jungle. . . . Do you know the difference between a policeman and a gangster? A policeman complies with rules that are elaborated not by the policeman, but a certain democratic community accepted by everyone. A gangster implements his own rules.113

Major-General G. A. Berezkin, deputy chief of the Russian Ministry of Defense’s Central Institute of Military-Technical Information, voiced a stronger critique, writing,

The military operation of the coalition forces of the U.S. and Great Britain against Iraq in March–April of 2003, to a significant extent is accelerating the formation of an essentially new system of international relations. It is becoming obvious that a significant portion of the global community is yielding to Washington’s pressure, which is taking active measures toward radically reshaping the world in its own image.114

Nevertheless, Russian rhetoric on the war at the time did not appear to connect U.S. actions to a threat against Russia.


Subsequently, Russian commentators and officials began to connect Kosovo, Iraq, and Libya as part of a more systemic threat to Russian interests and framed these conflicts as a pattern of U.S. activities violating the rules of the international order. In October 2015, Foreign Minister Lavrov argued that humanitarian intervention and the responsibility to protect were not in line with the principles of the UN. In his 2014 speech at the Valdai International Discussion Club’s annual meeting, Putin voiced sarcasm that interventions in “Iraq, Libya, Afghanistan, and Yugoslavia” were “really all handled within the framework of international law.” He further observed:

This means that some can ignore everything, while we cannot protect the interests of the Russian-speaking and Russian population of Crimea. This will not happen. I would like everyone to understand this. We need to get rid of this temptation and attempts to arrange the world to one’s liking, and to create a balanced system of interests and relations that has long been prescribed in the world, we only have to show some respect.

Russian analysts point to Libya as evidence that the United States is acting in foreign interventions based on its whim. Furthermore, analysts describe Russian officials as feeling cheated because they did not view the agreed-upon UN Security Council Resolution 1973 as

115 Specifically, Lavrov said,

Some time ago they coined the term “humanitarian intervention” which basically means that if human rights are violated one can interfere, including with the use of military force. Then they invented the term “responsibility to protect” meaning that if a humanitarian crisis occurs somewhere for whatever reason—due to natural reasons or an armed conflict, the global community has the right to intervene. All these questions have been clearly answered in the UN General Assembly resolutions which say that interference is only allowed with the consent of the UN Security Council, i.e. the provision of the Charter has been confirmed. (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation, “Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov’s Interview with Venezuelan State Television,” October 2, 2015)

116 Putin, 2014b.

117 Putin, 2014b.
a mandate to use force to support the rebel forces in overthrowing Libyan leader Muammar Qaddafi.\textsuperscript{118}

Overall, Russia sees U.S. intervention that is justified on the basis of gross violations of human rights as a growing threat to Russia’s interests and as contradictory to its vision of the existing and desired international order. In line with the account of Russian views in the Chapter Two, Russian officials and analysts see Western foreign intervention as part of a coordinated vision of expanding the U.S.-led order. Most fundamentally, they fear that the United States could use similar justification to intervene in Russia’s sphere of influence, undermining its exclusive control in this area.

In contrast with Western objectives of using foreign intervention to protect human rights, Russia’s intervention in Syria that began in September 2015 appears motivated by very different objectives. Indeed, Russia’s activities in Syria appear to be guided by several of Russia’s underlying foreign policy interests—namely, its interest in great-power status and a desire to preserve noninterference in the domestic affairs of other countries—and by Russia’s views of the current Western order as U.S. hegemony threatening its interests. At the 2015 Valdai meeting, Putin explained Russian intervention in Syria by highlighting Russia’s goal of protecting the government of Syria as a means to stop terrorism,\textsuperscript{119} as well as Russia’s desire to be part of an international coalition to end conflict in the region.\textsuperscript{120} Russian actions are thus


\textsuperscript{119} Putin explained, 

\begin{quote}
After Syria’s official authorities reached out to us for support, we made the decision to launch a Russian military operation in that nation. . . . The collapse of Syria’s official authorities, for example, will only mobilise terrorists. Right now, instead of undermining them, we must revive them, strengthening state institutions in the conflict zone. (Vladimir Putin, “Meeting of the Valdai International Discussion Club,” October 22, 2015a)
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{120} Putin implicitly highlighted Russia’s role in an international settlement over the U.S.-led political process:

\begin{quote}
[ Isn’t it time for the international community to coordinate all its actions with the people who live in these territories? I think that it’s long overdue; these people—like
\end{quote}
compatible with a perception that it is protecting the legitimate Assad regime from perceived U.S. support for moderate groups that seek to illegitimately unseat it. Further, Angela Stent directly connects Russia’s engagement in Syria to its concerns about the U.S.-led security order, highlighting Russian objectives to “have a decisive say in who rules Syria, . . . recoup Russian influence in the Middle East, . . . [and] shift the focus from its role as an instigator of conflict [in Ukraine] to its new role in Syria as a responsible leader in the global campaign against terrorism.”121

Critics of the Russian military intervention highlight Russian military strikes against civilian targets and note that Russia has not focused its attacks against the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS)122 but rather opponents of the Assad regime that the United States has

---

121 Angela Stent, “Putin’s Power Play in Syria: How to Respond to Russia’s Intervention,” Foreign Affairs, January/February 2016. Matthew Dal Santo writes,

Western governments have long lamented the lack of transparency surrounding Putin’s aims. But they’re clear enough. The success of Putin’s strategy in Syria will be measured in Moscow’s success in asserting a right of consultation on issues of regional and global order where its interests are affected; not least in the Middle East where for almost 30 years the US has alone held sway. (Matthew Dal Santo, “Russia’s Success in Syria Signals an Emerging Multipolar World Order,” Lowy Interpreter, April 6, 2016)

See also Mark Mardell, “What Syria Reveals About the New World Order,” BBC, October 3, 2016.

122 The organization’s name transliterates from Arabic as al-Dawlah al-Islamiyah fi al-‘Iraq wa al-Sham (abbreviated as Da’ish or DAESH). In the West, it is commonly referred to as the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL), the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria, the Islamic State of Iraq and the Sham (both abbreviated as ISIS), or simply as the Islamic State (IS). Arguments abound as to which is the most accurate translation, but here we refer to the group as ISIS.
previously supported.\textsuperscript{123} Although such actions may indeed undermine U.S. interests and activities in the region, they do not necessarily contradict Russia’s declared strategy of support for the Assad government as a means of achieving its interests in the region and ensuring Russia’s participation in any settlement.

\textbf{Color Revolutions}

Since the end of the Cold War, a series of pro-democracy and pro-Western protests have led to changes in government in the post-Soviet space; these have been referred to as \textit{color revolutions}. While Western governments have a positive view of these events as the expression of free choice by the citizenry, Russian analysts and officials describe the events as Western-organized coups designed to subvert the legitimate authorities. As Trenin writes,

\begin{quote}
Like NATO’s enlargement, the color revolutions in Georgia (2003), Ukraine (2004), and Kyrgyzstan (2005) performed the task, in Western eyes, of expanding the space of freedom and democracy in the former Communist world. To the Kremlin, by contrast, the uprisings constituted a political challenge of regime change at home atop the geopolitical challenge of reducing Russia’s influence beyond its border.\textsuperscript{124}
\end{quote}

The 2013–2014 Euromaidan revolution in Ukraine significantly increased the perception within Russia that the West was behind color revolutions and that such events could pose a threat to Russian national security. The Russian newspaper \textit{Nezavisimaya Gazeta}, for example, quotes a Russian official explaining that “the legitimate political regime of Viktor Yanukovych was swept away through ‘controlled’ chaos. And it was replaced by a new regime that suits certain world powers.” The article continues, “In Vladimir Putin’s terms, there was a ‘so-called color revolution, or, to call things by their names, simply

\begin{footnote}
\textsuperscript{123} Samantha Power, U.S. Ambassador to the UN, observed, “What Russia is sponsoring and doing is not counter-terrorism, it is barbarism” (Nichols and Bayoumy, 2016). See also Tom Perry and Jeff Mason, “Obama Urges Russia to Stop Bombing ‘Moderate’ Syria Rebels,” Reuters, February 14, 2016.
\textsuperscript{124} Trenin, 2014.
\end{footnote}
a coup d'état provoked and financed from outside.”¹²⁵ It is clear that the events of the Euromaidan revolution led to a significant change in Russian thinking and behavior, including the annexation of Crimea and support for separatism in eastern Ukraine. Some explanations for Russia’s greater concern about the Euromaidan revolution compared with previous color revolutions include Russia’s cultural and historical proximity to Ukraine, a concern over Russian forces based in Crimea, and a sense that the Euromaidan revolution was a clear demonstration that cooperation with the West was no longer possible.¹²⁶

Following the events in Ukraine in 2014, Russian officials and analysts reframed Western activities as a military threat to Russia. Indeed, the 2015 Russian National Security Strategy included color revolutions supported by “foreign and international nongovernmental organizations” on a list of threats to Russia.¹²⁷ Russian military authors have also increasingly connected Ukraine to a larger set of Western


¹²⁶ For example, Daniel Treisman writes that Russia’s operation in Crimea is best understood as “an improvised gambit, developed under pressure, that was triggered by the fear of losing Russia’s strategically important naval base in Sevastopol,” although concerns about NATO enlargement are influential and there are voices within the Kremlin advocating for imperial expansion (Treisman, “Why Putin Took Crimea,” Foreign Affairs, May/June 2016, p. 48). Furthermore, Lukin writes, “Moscow, having realised that it cannot establish friendly relations with Western countries without offering its complete political submission to them, has begun a real, not just rhetorical, political and economic turn to the non-Western world” (Lukin, 2016, p. 98). Author discussions with U.S., Ukrainian, and Russian analysts, March–April 2016, Washington, D.C., also contributed to this point.

¹²⁷ The strategy notes,

The main threats to the state and public security are: . . . The activities of radical public associations and groups using nationalist and religious extremist ideology, foreign and international nongovernmental organizations, and financial and economic structures, and also individuals, focused on destroying the unity and territorial integrity of the Russian Federation, destabilizing the domestic political and social situation—including through inciting “color revolutions”—and destroying traditional Russian religious and moral values. (Russian Federation, 2015)
activities designed to systematically undermine legitimate governments. Gorenburg writes,

Russian officials argue that military force is an integral part of all aspects of color revolutions. Western governments start by using non-military tactics to change opposing governments through color revolutions that utilize the protest potential of the population to engineer peaceful regime change. But military force is concealed behind this effort. If the protest potential turns out to be insufficient, military force is then used openly to ensure regime change.\textsuperscript{128}

Hence, as with foreign intervention, Russian thinkers increasingly see color revolutions as a coordinated element of the U.S-led order that will undermine Russian security interests, particularly in Russia’s near abroad. From this point of view, the emphasis in the United States on free choice and the expansion of freedom and democracy, and the statement of an “open door” policy, offers a clear conflict with Russian interests in maintaining control and influence in its near abroad. Russian officials discount that Ukraine or other former Soviet republics would move away from Russia without Western influence—and, in any case, oppose their right to do so. Russia therefore seeks to develop the capabilities to resist future Western-led color revolutions that might further undermine Russian security.\textsuperscript{129}


**Information Security**

Russian views of the concept of “information security” are fundamentally different from Western ones. Western discussions about this topic are often considered in the context of cybersecurity or criminal activities and are based on a presumption of the value of the free flow of information. By contrast, Russia (following, to some extent, the Soviet legacy) has sought to gain exclusive control over information distributed within its own borders. Indeed, control of information is a priority for the Putin government, shown by the emphasis it has placed on controlling Russian media and domestic information since it came to power in 2000.130 Based on these views, Russia, with China, has pursued new international norms about information security.

Russia’s ideas about information control are formalized in its Information Security Doctrine, which notes,

> Russia will take necessary measures to ensure national and international information security, prevent political, economic and social threats to the state’s security that emerge in information space in order to combat terrorism and other criminal threats in the area of application of information and communication technologies, [and] prevent them from being used for military and political purposes that run counter to international law, including actions aimed at interference in the internal affairs and constituting a threat to international peace, security and stability.131

This language shows Russia’s concern about foreign involvement in its domestic information space—meaning the totality of the information, ideas, and communication or transfer of information within

---


a society\textsuperscript{132}—as an essential security interest.\textsuperscript{133} In contrast, the U.S. Constitution explicitly limits a U.S. government role in the control of domestic information, and the free flow of information is a priority for Western governments.\textsuperscript{134} To some extent, Russian officials appear concerned about abstract and diffuse problems, such as the “depreciation of spiritual values,” but they also clearly worry that foreign-funded organizations will influence the population in ways that would threaten the regime.

Russian support for an international convention on “information security” shows both its belief in its rightful ability to control information within its borders and its desire to develop the international order to reflect its views. Russia’s proposed convention draws from similar language in its Information Security Doctrine. For example, the proposal notes a threat of the “manipulation of the flow of information in the information space of other governments, disinformation or the concealment of information with the goal of adversely affecting the psychological or spiritual state of society, or eroding traditional cul-

\textsuperscript{132} Dmitry Adamsky writes,  

Current Russian doctrines and policy perceive cyber space as an integral part of the broader information space. Russian official terminology differentiates between: \textit{informational space}—all spheres where societal perception takes shape; \textit{information}—content shaping perception and decision-making; and \textit{informational infrastructure}—technological media that gives digital and analog expression to the first two, essentially cognitive-perceptual, components. (Dmitry Adamsky, \textit{Cross-Domain Coercion: The Current Russian Art of Strategy}, Institut Français des Relations Internationales Security Studies Center, Proliferation Papers No. 54, November 2015, p. 28)

\textsuperscript{133} Russia’s Information Security Doctrine explains that the information sphere
represents an assemblage of information, information infrastructure, entities engaged in the collection, formation, dissemination and use of information, and a system governing public relations arising out of these conditions. The information sphere as a system-forming factor of societal life actively influences the state of the political, economic, defense, and other components of Russian Federation security. (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation, 2008)

tural, moral, ethical, and aesthetic values.” The convention suggests principles that would enhance Russia’s ability to control information, including that “each State Party in the information space must . . . conform to the universally recognized principles and norms of international law, including . . . noninterference into the internal affairs of other States.” Russia’s position on information security reflects a longstanding conflict over the free flow of information: During the Cold War, Western countries sought to maintain the ability to broadcast into Soviet territory, while the Soviet Union sought to block or stop Western broadcasts.

Russia has also used the information security convention, among other cooperation with China on cyber and information issues, as an attempt to develop its relationship with China. Russian reporting on the convention highlights Russia’s growing cooperation with China and the two countries’ shared interests in developing the convention to address the critical challenges of information security. Western countries have responded to the UN process by reinterpreting the Russian proposal to focus on cybersecurity, which is clearly a shared concern. However, cooperation between Russia and the West on cyber and information security will ultimately be very difficult given the fundamentally different goals in this area.

---


Conclusion

Russian leaders articulate a view that the overall logic of the current international order is U.S. hegemony, justified through claims of spreading liberal democracy. Despite this negative view of the current overall order, Russia has a range of views on the various components of order. When a given component of order does not threaten Russia’s security or position in its near abroad, it seeks to build cooperation, as evidenced in Russian support for the UN, the development of international economic institutions, and other areas. However, there are several components of order for which the U.S. approach conflicts with Russia’s interests in its region; such components include the enlargement of NATO and the EU and Western norms of sovereignty, democracy, and human rights. These are key areas of direct conflict between the United States and Russia—and areas in which Russia will likely continue to take action to undermine the U.S.-led order.
CHAPTER FOUR

Alternative Russian Views

The previous chapters have examined the official Russian political leadership’s position on the international order, with a particular focus on the attitudes of President Putin, who is believed to exercise considerable control over Russia’s foreign policy.¹ We have also highlighted the views of think tanks and analysts who adopt a position fairly close to that of the regime. This chapter analyzes alternative views within Russia.

Russian Military Views

A review of the Russian military literature published in military newspapers and journals over the past ten years reveals that the military community has virtually no variance from the government perspective on the international order.

Russian military writings offered a clear description of how the U.S. pursuit of a unipolar world posed a threat to Russia before Russian senior leaders made a similar argument. In 2003, one year before becoming the chief of the Russian General Staff, General Yuri Baluyevsky noted, “The world can only be multipolar, otherwise it would be unstable. . . . [T]he willingness to ignore the opinion of other countries and to openly refuse to yield to anything not in one’s interests

¹ Dmitri Trenin, Russia’s Breakout from the Post–Cold War System: The Drivers of Putin’s Course, Moscow: Carnegie Moscow Center, December 2014, p. 7; Hill and Gaddy, 2013.
does not consolidate moral authority.”² A 2006 article from a Russian military journal observed, “it would be, mildly speaking, shortsighted (and self-destuctive) for Russia to pursue a policy that would ignore the fact that the USA and its closest allies are striving for the unipolar world and are looking forward to NATO’s enlargement to the East.”³ In 2010, an article analyzing the more-recent combat actions of the United States stated, “The armed conflicts of the late 20th and early 21st centuries have been a graphic demonstration of the United States’ desire for a unipolar world and its determination to solve any problems by force, ignoring the opinion of the world community.”⁴ Recently, Chief of the General Staff Gerasimov and others have highlighted the threat of the Arab Spring and the U.S.-backed color revolutions in the former Soviet Union.⁵ Hence, there appears to be a strong consensus within the Russian military establishment: The United States, in seeking to establish an international order led by a sole power, threatens Russia’s national security interests.

**Russian Opposition Views**

While there is certainly broad agreement across varying strata of the Russian foreign policy establishment on the issue of international order, there is a small enclave of opposition figures, mostly within Moscow,
who have a different perception of Russia’s role in the world. In brief, this opposition view is based on the idea that Russia should promote democracy at home and abroad and work to integrate itself into the Western world instead of trying to balance against it.

Yabloko, a leading opposition party, has come out strongly against the Russian intervention in Syria, arguing that Russia “initiated a one-sided interference into the Syrian armed conflict” that was characterized by “anti-Americanism [and] anti-European and self-isolating foreign policy.” Yabloko’s statement went on to assert that Russian policy in Syria sought to solidify a “sustainably antidemocratic model within the country” and was accompanied by “propaganda that firmly identifies patriotism with chauvinistic veneration of the authorities.”

The platform of Parnas, an opposition party headed by Mikhail Kasyanov, the prime minister of Russia from 2000 to 2004, argues that Russia’s current foreign policy is carried out by a leadership that is “actively exploiting post-imperial and post-Soviet complexes for the mobilization of the population on the basis of confrontation with the West.” The conduct of Russian foreign policy over the past few years, according to Parnas, has “isolated the country from the civilized world (exit from the G-8, sanctions, the conflict with the European Council and other international organizations)” and returned Russian society to a state in which there is a feeling that “large-scale war with the West is a real possibility.”

Other individual opposition leaders within Russia lament the direction that Russian foreign policy has taken under Putin and do not express the same assuredness that the current U.S.-led international order is broken. Echoing back to positions advocated by Foreign Minister Kozyrev early in the post–Cold War period, some even support closer political and economic integration with the West as opposed to confrontation or counter-balancing. Dmitry Gudkov, a deputy

---


8 People’s Freedom Party/Parnas, 2015.
in the State Duma and an opposition figure, stated that “escapades in Ukraine” had significantly damaged the country and that Russia “needs to reconcile with the West and attract investment” because confrontation has had significant negative consequences.⁹

While opposition parties in Russia promote a drastically different vision of Russia’s foreign policy and its place in the world, the parties do not enjoy much support from the Russian population in general. Neither Yabloko nor Parnas currently holds a seat in the Russian parliament. In the 2011 Duma elections, Yabloko received a mere 3.43 percent of the total vote.¹⁰ After United Russia, which is the ruling party in the Russian government, the second-most popular party in Russia is the Communist Party. As has been the case for hundreds of years in Russia, “Westernizers” have struggled to make inroads with a majority of the Russian people,¹¹ and they are handicapped by the current government’s control over much of the Russian mass media.

**Eurasianism and Radical Views**

The regime’s views are far from the most radical views of Russia’s place within the current international system. Perhaps the most visible and coherent of the more radical and aggressive views is Eurasianism. Eurasianism traces its roots to the days of the Soviet émigrés of the 1920s and, more recently, to Lev Gumilev, who expanded Eurasianist ideas throughout the latter half of the Soviet period. Since the collapse of the Soviet Union, the most-visible proponents of Eurasianist ideas are Russian intellectuals Aleksandr Dugin and Aleksandr Panarin, each of whom argued for a version of reintegration of the post-Soviet space into a “Eurasian” sphere of influence for Russia. The Eurasianists are some-

---


¹⁰ Centre for the Study of Public Policy at the University of Strathclyde, “Final Result of the Duma Election, 4 December 2011,” Moscow: The Levada Center, August 12, 2015.

times cited as influential in the development of Russia’s military and foreign policy discourse, including the development of Russia’s activity in Ukraine,\textsuperscript{12} but they do not appear to directly influence governance.

Dugin, perhaps the most prominent Eurasianist in Russia today, offers some concepts that appear to be in sync with and perhaps influential to Russian leadership. For example, Dugin wrote about creating a Eurasian Union as far back as 2001, when he penned his Eurasist Manifesto as a platform for a Eurasia political party. In the document, Dugin writes, “In the sphere of foreign policy, Eurasism [now called Eurasianism] implies a wide process of strategic integration. Reconstruction on the basis of the CIS of a solid Eurasian Union (analogue to the USSR on a new ideological, economic and administrative basis).”\textsuperscript{13} Dugin’s proposed Eurasian Union is very different from the Eurasian Economic Union that was eventually created. Nevertheless, there remains some common ground. For example, in his article in \textit{Izvestia}, Putin observes that the goal of the Eurasian Union is to create “a powerful supranational association capable of becoming one of the poles in the modern world and serving as an efficient bridge between Europe and the dynamic Asia-Pacific region.”\textsuperscript{14} Two years after Putin’s article, Dugin reaffirmed his support for the Eurasian Union: “[T]he world must have several poles and . . . among these poles the Eurasian one should take its place: the American, European and Far East poles.”\textsuperscript{15} Like Putin and Medvedev, Dugin has also condemned the unipolar world and argued for the “principle of multi-polarity, standing against the unipolar globalism imposed by the atlantists [the West].”\textsuperscript{16}


\textsuperscript{14} Putin, 2011.


Looking more closely at Dugin’s thought, although there is some overlap between his ideas and the more-mainstream Russian views discussed in Chapter Three, there are also significant divergences. Dugin’s central geopolitical thesis is that, because of its unique Asian history and geography, Russia is fundamentally incompatible with the West. Instead, Dugin argues, Russia should seek to dominate the Eurasian space, which he defined as all of the republics of the former Soviet Union and certain elements of other neighboring countries. Within that space, Russia should create an environment that promotes “authoritarianism, hierarchy, and the posing of community-based, nation-state principles against small human, individualist, hedonistic, and economic interests.” Under his schema, Dugin further advocates that Central and Western Europe should fall into an area of German dominance, free from the corrupting influence of the “atlanticist” countries of Great Britain and the United States. John Dunlop draws from Dugin’s writings to note preferred domains for different countries: Estonia should be within Germany’s sphere, while Poland, Latvia, and Lithuania should have “special status” within the Russian-controlled Eurasian sphere. Like many other Russians, Dugin discounts Ukraine’s validity as a real country: “Ukraine as a state has no geopolitical meaning. It has no particular cultural import or universal

19 Dunlop summarizes Dugin’s views on the Balkans from Dugin’s 1997 Foundations of Geopolitics:

Dugin assigns “the north of the Balkan peninsula from Serbia to Bulgaria” to what he terms the “Russian South” (p. 343). “Serbia is Russia,” a subheading in the book declares unambiguously (p. 462). In Dugin’s opinion, all of the states of the “Orthodox collectivist East” with time will seek to establish binding ties to “Moscow the Third Rome,” thus rejecting the snares of the “rational-individualistic West” (pp. 389, 393). The states of Romania, Macedonia, “Serbian Bosnia,” and even NATO-member Greece in time, Dugin predicts, will become constituent parts of the Eurasian-Russian Empire (pp. 346, 383). (Dunlop, 2004)
significance, no geographic uniqueness, no ethnic exclusiveness.” In addition, China poses a threat to Russia, so Dugin recommends seeking assistance from Korea, Vietnam, India, and Japan to ensure the “territorial disintegration, splintering and the political and administrative partition of the [Chinese] state.” With the possible exception of Ukraine, these do not appear to be realistic concepts that have any significant buy-in from Russian officials.

Furthermore, while Dugin is reported to have connections and ties with Russian officials, including the Russian military leadership, and although Russian leaders may cite his work or ideas, it does not appear that he is directly influential in Russian policymaking. He is perhaps best thought of as an extremist provocateur with some limited and peripheral impact than as an influential analyst with a direct impact on policy. He does not appear to have direct involvement with the major political parties—such as United Russia, the Communist Party, the Liberal Democratic Party of Russia, and Rodina—advocating anti-Western and aggressive regional policies. He was also removed from his position at Moscow State University after calling for the killing of Ukrainian nationalists, and he has offered significant criticism of Putin’s policies in Ukraine.

Dugin is not the only Eurasianist calling for a more aggressive Russian foreign policy based on more-radical views of international order. Igor Panarin, the dean of the academy for Russia’s Foreign Min-

---

20 Quoted in Dunlop, 2004.

21 Quoted in Dunlop, 2004.


24 See Catherine Fitzpatrick, “Russia This Week: Dugin Dismissed from Moscow State University?” Interpreter Magazine, June 24, 2014; see also Laruelle, 2012.
istry, sees an elaborate and multifaceted “information war” against Russia by the West, and, according to one account, he urges the creation of “a new union of states, extending from Egypt to China, as a counterbalance to this falling empire. The Eurasian Ruthenia would be at the core of this union of states.” But Marlène Laruelle, a U.S. scholar who has written extensively about Eurasianism, has argued that one should not overestimate the influence of Eurasianism on contemporary Russian foreign policy. She writes, “Neither Yeltsin nor Putin has ever made Eurasianist statements in the sense of using a culturalist terminology to argue that Russia has an Asian essence.” Nevertheless, Eurasianist and other more-radical imperial ideas remain options for Russian policymakers to draw from as they develop foreign policy.

Conclusion

There is a significant consensus of views within Russia that is shared not only by the regime and mainstream think tanks but also by the Russian military. There are, of course, nuances in views about particular issues, but many Russian officials and analysts share the view that the U.S.-led order is increasingly threatening Russian interests in its near abroad. There are members of the opposition in Russia who advocate policies that are more pro-Western, but these individuals appear few in number and not particularly influential. There are also more-extreme views in the other direction—notably, the Eurasianist perspectives of Dugin and Panarin. But even though mainstream analysts and the regime do reference Eurasianist ideas and thinkers, these theorists do not seem especially influential.

Indeed, accounts of Russian foreign policy indicate that the Putin administration’s decisionmaking structures are highly centralized under the President, so the influence of alternative views may be

minimal in any case. 27 Although the administration has deliberative structures that, in theory, integrate the positions of lower-level officials, such as the Russian National Security Council, analysts emphasize that most decisions are made by Putin, informed through informal discussions with a very small number of advisers. 28 Putin’s decisions are likely informed by a range of considerations, one of which may be the domestic popularity of his policies. Still, so long as Putin retains his control of the Russian government—and there does not appear to be any clear competitor—the direct influence of opposition views into Russian foreign policy will likely be limited. The foreign policy perspective of the regime will continue to evolve over time, and it may be that more-liberal or nationalist thinkers could inform the regime to adopt a more aggressive or conciliatory strategy. Based on the analysis in this report, however, there is no indication that the basic Russian thinking about the logic of the international order or its components will change significantly in the near future.

27 Hill and Gaddy write, “Everybody knowing what they have to do and when they have to do it—as well as knowing that they will be accountable to the man at the top—is the idealized essence of Putin’s system” (Hill and Gaddy, 2013, p. 209).

28 Author discussions with analysts, Cambridge, UK, and Washington, D.C., February–April 2016. Fiona Hill writes, [Putin] may listen to the counsel of his friends or not. We do not actually know. The circle is extremely narrow and difficult to penetrate, even for supposed Russian political insiders. What we do know is that there is no oligarchy or separate set of economic, business, or political interests that compete with Putin. In the end, he makes the decisions. (Fiona Hill, “Putin: The One-Man Show the West Doesn’t Understand,” Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, Vol. 72, No. 3, 2016, p. 140)
There is a consensus view within Russian foreign policy discussions that the underlying logic of the current international order—U.S. hegemony—poses a fundamental threat to Russian interests. Russia seeks to protect the security of the regime, its influence within its region, and its influence as a great power, and it sees U.S. leadership, and its continuing effort to expand liberal democracy, as a threat to these goals. Until around 2007, Russian officials appear to have believed that integrating Russia into the Western order could achieve these goals, in part because the West would accommodate Russia’s core interests. Although Russia has not abandoned the possibility of cooperation with the West on some issues, a range of events—such as growing Russian wealth, NATO and EU enlargement, and frustration with WTO accession—have led Russia to abandon closer participation in the U.S.-led order in favor of building new institutions that it controls and working to undermine the Western order. From a Russian point of view, Western policies are out of proportion with the balance of power, dangerous to peace and stability, and contrary to established rules or norms of international relations.

Western officials tend to argue that Russia misjudges the threat from the West, explain that there is no plan to undermine Russian interests at home or in the near abroad, and claim that the countries in the near abroad are exercising their own free will. The reality of Western intentions, however, does not change Russian views or the uncertainty about Western intentions. Just as the West partly designs its policy on the basis of uncertainty about Russia’s intentions, it is not
surprising that Russia’s foreign policy is partly premised on uncertainty about the West.¹

This is not to say that Russian beliefs should determine U.S. policy. However, Russia’s views do suggest policy options. By isolating Russian views of the components of order outlined in Chapter Three, it becomes clear that Russian and U.S. interests are not always opposed; the maintenance of the UN system is one example of a shared interest. By recognizing that Russian views of the current international order vary based on the effects on core Russian interests, it becomes possible to identify points of cooperation and contestation. Where there are shared interests, it may be possible to pursue cooperation.

With regard to points of contestation, there are no easy answers about how to resolve the conflict between Russia’s concerns and U.S. interests in the current framing of the European political and security order. The desired U.S. approach to Russia with respect to order critically depends on two concepts: (1) the importance of enabling former Soviet republics to freely join Western institutions and (2) whether Russia will limit its aggression in Europe if its interests are recognized. There are differing beliefs about both concepts. With regard to the first concept, some see Russia’s desire for influence beyond its borders as legitimate, while others place a priority on deepening and expanding the EU and NATO. With regard to the second concept, some believe that Russia would take any Western assurance as a sign of weakness, while others believe that Russia may be assuaged by words or actions that downplay or limit EU and NATO enlargement.

With these underlying concepts in mind, and drawing from the analysis in this report, we highlight three major areas of contestation that have the potential to undermine Russia’s relationship with the United States and the U.S.-led order, and we sketch the broad options for U.S. policy in these areas. While we do not recommend a specific approach, we highlight how the Russian views of order constrain U.S. policy options.

The Open Door and Russia’s Sphere of Influence

The most fundamental point of contestation between the United States and Russia on the international order is the status of Belarus, Georgia, Moldova, and Ukraine—all former Soviet republics. While Russia views these countries as part of its exclusive sphere of influence (based on its status as a sovereign great power), the United States views these as free, sovereign countries that have the right to join Western institutions and eschew Russian influence.

While this issue has long troubled relations between Russia and Western countries, the effort by Ukraine to sign the Association Agreement and its Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade Area agreement with the EU brought this issue to a head. Ukraine also offers a clear demonstration of the dilemma, which applies equally to Belarus, Georgia, Moldova, and other countries. As it stands, the United States officially recognizes the right of Ukraine to pursue EU and NATO membership and, at the same time, informally downplays Ukraine’s future accession. The United States has also offered military and economic support to Ukraine, though carefully limiting and calibrating this support (e.g., no lethal aid) because of concerns about a backlash from Russia. In both cases, the United States is in the difficult situation of wanting to help Ukraine while being unwilling to commit to its defense. Without a clear perspective that Ukraine may join NATO, and given the limits of U.S. support, Ukrainian leaders may become doubtful about the extent of Western support and about Ukraine’s future in the West. The Western agenda of integration is thus undermined by the ambiguity about the West’s commitment to the country.2

To address this dilemma, the United States has two basic options, though neither is likely to be fully implemented on its own. First, the United States can compromise on the existing concepts of the liberal order by limiting NATO and EU enlargement. Current efforts to informally downplay the membership prospects of Ukraine and Georgia may seem to limit the potential for enlargement, but these efforts are

contradicted by public statements of the continued open-door policy, as well as by continued assistance to Ukraine. A more consistent strategy of limiting EU or NATO integration would require public statements rejecting the further accession of the former Soviet republics. Along these lines, Samuel Charap and Jeremy Shapiro recommend clarifying that “the policy of Euro-Atlantic institutional enlargement in post-communist Europe, despite its past successes, has run its course,” and they instead recommend “new institutional arrangements for the ‘in-between’ states” that would recognize Russian interests.3

This strategy would recognize Russian interests and could fundamentally change Russia’s views of the international order and its resultant foreign policy. In particular, it could improve Russia’s cooperation on areas of shared interest, such as combating terrorism, reducing conflict in the Middle East, and limiting North Korea’s nuclear capabilities.4 There are, however, significant risks and challenges to compromising on the objectives of the liberal order. Most fundamentally, there is no guarantee that Russia will reciprocate with greater cooperation. The views of order presented in this report highlight the limits of Russia’s interests, but those interests could change. Russia may interpret any U.S. declaration limiting its intentions in eastern Europe as a sign of weakness. Although Russia’s perceptions of its own sphere of influence may not currently include NATO countries, it may adopt more-aggressive imperial rhetoric that would threaten the Baltic states or other NATO members. Leaving Ukraine and the other former Soviet republics outside of NATO may make other U.S. partners question U.S. commitment to their security. The compromise of liberal objectives and the negotiation of a specific agreement with Russia would also be extremely challenging from the perspective of U.S. domestic politics. It would officially reduce U.S. commitment to the security and integration of the former Soviet republics and bring back echoes

---

3 Charap and Shapiro, 2016, p. 153.
4 Indeed, Charap and Shapiro identify the goal as “achieving stability in US-Russian relations, based on an understanding that this relationship needs to function in order for Washington to effectively pursue its objectives globally” (Charap and Shapiro, 2016, p. 152).
of Yalta, where Franklin D. Roosevelt and Joseph Stalin decided the future of eastern Europe without the input of the respective countries.

A second strategy to address the dilemma would be to effectively double down on the current European security order, maintain or strengthen efforts to integrate the former Soviet countries, and use a wide range of military and political tools to deter Russian aggression both toward the EU and NATO and toward countries in Russia’s neighborhood. In March 2015 testimony to the U.S. Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, American foreign policy expert Ian Brezinski urged “supporting Ukraine’s Euro-Atlantic integration,” including by “for example us[ing] [NATO’s] Warsaw meeting in July to reiterate its vision that Ukraine and Georgia ‘will become members of NATO.’”5 The advantage of such a policy is that it would reinforce U.S. objectives of building a larger and deeper democratic order, demonstrating the rights of Ukraine and other former Soviet republics to secure their own future. However, as outlined earlier, it would also mean continuing to pursue a view of order that Russia finds threatening to its basic security interests. Russia would still be able and motivated to use the tools at its disposal to undermine U.S. policy and harm the U.S.-led order. Based on the increasingly harsh view within Russia about U.S. intentions, an effort by the United States to double down on the current European order could diminish the potential for cooperation on other issues for which the United States and Russia share interests.

Within the constraints of U.S. and European politics, probably neither a pure strategy of limiting enlargement or one of doubling down is feasible; therefore, U.S. policy toward the European political and security order will likely involve some elements of both.

---

Democracy Promotion

A second area of contestation is U.S. policy toward democracy promotion. The U.S. view of the international order, as outlined in national strategy documents, sees democracy promotion as beneficial for both normative and practical reasons. While the United States does not explicitly call for regime change in Russia or its near abroad, and indeed takes pains to avoid such rhetoric, Russian officials clearly see the potential for such a policy through U.S. support for color revolutions, support for pro-democracy groups, and desire for the free flow of information. Given the discussion of Russian beliefs in this report, it is difficult to imagine public or private statements that would convince Russian officials and analysts to reject the possibility of U.S. aggressive intentions. At the same time, explicitly abandoning support for democracy and freedom of choice is likely inconsistent with the values underlying U.S. foreign policy for the past several decades.

Intervention and Sovereignty

A third area of contestation between Russia and the United States is their differing views on sovereignty and foreign intervention. Russia emphasizes the norm of noninterference and, at the same time, demands exclusive authority to intervene in its own region. By contrast, the United States has emphasized that sovereignty is conditional on preventing mass atrocity and has used military action, without a UN mandate, in countries where atrocities or gross violations of human rights were occurring. Russia’s ongoing intervention in Syria also could lead to clashes because Russia’s objectives of supporting the Assad regime directly conflict with U.S. support to moderate rebel groups. Furthermore, although both the United States and Russia claim to seek to destroy ISIS, there may be little practical means of collaborating given the disparate objectives of both countries. There has also been

6 Mazarr et al., 2016, p. 47–51.

7 See, for example, Christopher Chivvis, “Time to Bury Plans for Counter-Terrorism Cooperation with Russia in Syria,” National Interest, September 23, 2016.
disagreement and friction from U.S.-led interventions in Libya, Iraq, and the Balkans. These interventions indicate, from a Russian perspective, that the United States might take aggressive action in Russia’s near abroad or another region without Russia’s permission. The idea of a U.S.-led intervention into a former Soviet country may seem implausible, but Russian discourse takes the possibility seriously and connects Western intervention in other regions with potential intervention in Russia’s desired sphere of influence. Hence, the United States will not foreclose the possibility of another intervention without a UN mandate, and Russia cannot condone the United States acting outside the UN system. Doing so would undermine Russia’s fundamental interests in being a great power.

The United States and Russia share some objectives, including avoiding major war, improving economic cooperation, and combating terrorism. But officials on both sides are concerned about the risk of escalation in Syria, the Baltics, and Ukraine. While there is theoretical room for negotiation, both sides remain committed to incompatible views of the international order. Until there is room for at least temporary compromise on these underlying objectives, there appears limited potential for improving the adversarial relationship between the United States and Russia.
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In this report, RAND researchers analyze Russian core interests and views of the international order. The authors find that Russia sees the current international order as dominated by the United States and as a threat to some of Russia’s interests. For several areas, U.S. and Russian interests overlap and cooperation is feasible. In other areas, U.S. and Russian interests conflict, and this report offers options for U.S. policy going forward.